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INTRODUOTION 

IT is universally recognized tl:iat, in the famine areas of the Bombay
Deccan, the most important single factor contributing to crop failures is the 

inadequacy of soil-moisture which is entirely· dependent upon the monsoon 
rains, often preoa.rious and uncertain in this tract. In an examination of the 
problem of these crop failures under the Bombay Dry Farming Research 
Scheme, investigation into the ultimate disposal of rain water naturally 
forms an important plank in the research programme of the Scheme. It is 
obvious that a considerable part of the rain water is lost by surfaoe run-off 
but no definite information regarding the actual quantity of rain water lost 
in this manner, nor the circumstances under whioh such losses occur, is avail
able. Rain water, while running over cultivated, fallow or grazing lands, 
removes part of the surface soil, causing what is known a.s sh~t.er.osio1;1 which 
is sometimes difficult to recognize. Where such water gainabulk a.nd momen
tum, e.g. a.t lower levels, it causes gully ero•ion which ca.n generally be easily 
recognized on account of its conspicuous erodilig effect. Investigations into 
the run-off of rain water thus necessarily include the determination of the 
extent of soil erosion of both the types mentioned above. 

Evidence placed before the Royal Commission· on Agriculture in India. 
[1926] showed that the action of monsQ.OJlJ.ains on the sloping hillsides of up
land tracts in peninsular India., more especially in_the southern districts of 
the Bombay province, produces soil erosio1;1 similar to that produced by 
fluvial 8.ctio1;1 ·or-rivers in Northern India.. The Royal Commissio1;1, there
fore, recommended tha.t ' the exact exte1;1t of soil erosio1;1 in the Bombay Presi
dency should be investigated.' 

In the programme of work under the Bombay Dry Farming Research 
Scheme at Shola.pur, elaborate experimex;ts have bee1;1 included to determine 
the loss of rain water by run-off a1;1d also the extent of erosion I y rainfall c.n 

- ~ . 
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arable lands. Prior to these experiments at Sbola.pur, experiments of a pre
liminary nature were carried out under the Soil Physicist to the Government 
of :Bombay at a small Dry Farming Station at Manjri nea.r·Poona from 1929 to 
1933. The plot, however, on which these early experiments were carried out, 

r bad a slope that was much greater than_ the average slope of the majority of 
\ agricultuml lands in the :Bombay-Deccan. The experiments which are herein 

described were laid down on a piece of land with a. natural slope which could 
be considered to be typical of the majority of agricultural lands in the :Bombay
Deccan. No similar experiments to determine the extent of soil· erosion from 

. arable lands have been done before in India· and the results presented here 

I
. are the first of their kind, not only in the :Bomba.y-Deocan, but also in the 

whole of India. 
Sir Archibald Geikie has mentioned in his Tezt-lwok of gtnlogy the huge 

figure of 356· 3 million tons of solid matter as being carried off the land by 
the Gange& during a single year. Sa.hasra.buddhe [1929] has given a figure 
of little lesa than 100 tons of solid matter estimated to be carried away by the 
Mula river nea.r Poona on a day during the monsoon. With the exception 
of such limited references of a general nature, no data of any precise cha.ra.oter 
are available with regard to the quantitative aspect of erosion of arable lands 
in India. -- ·- .. - . . . 
-· Some experiments on this subject have been reported by Gorrie [1938} 

from the Punjab, but these were carried out on forest soils and the plots chosen 
for experimental work were very small. . 

A very large number of experiments on rainfall run-off and soil erosion 
have been carried out at a large number of experimental stations in the 
U. S. A. and, of late, the subject of soil erosion has received considerable 
ftttention an over the world. 

n. REVIEW ol!' n.EVIous LlTERATUlll!l 

As an outoOme of this work, a m888 of data has now been collected and 
published. In this ~eotion, however, only such literature which beare 
directly on the experiments described in this paper is briefly reviewed. Two 
~mprehensive publications on soil erosion and ita control in different countries 
have been publli!hed by Eden (1933] and Jacks and Whyte [1938]. Recently, 
Gorrie L1939] has compiled a bibliography of Indian work doo.ling with the 
IIUbjeot of soil erosion. 

There is & consensus of opinion that all rainfalls do not produCe run-off 
.and erosion, Dickson [1929] noticed very heu.vy erosionS with an average 
annual ra.infu.U of only 21· 68 inches. Lowdermilk (1931] found a correlation 
between run-off and intensity of rainfall. On the other hand, Conner, Dick
son and Sooates [1930) f&iled to establish u.ny direct relation between erosion 
.and intensity of rainfoll. They found, however, that run-off was influenced · 
by the moisture content of the soil at the time ofra.infaU. Christiansen-Weni
ger [1934] is of the opinion that • aVl'rage precipitation is of little importance, 
the chief factors being mu.ximal precipitation u.nd the distribution of rainfall 

· in the different seasons.' It seems, therefore, that the total rainfall of a 
tract is no criterion for judging the possibility of the occurrence u.nd extent 
of erosion.· It is the intensity of rainfall thu.t is most N&ponsible for cu. using 
mn-ofhnd ~on. ... 
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The amount of rainf~lllos~_I!.B_nn_:!)_J!_has boon meaaured by a few work
ers. Mosier and Gustafson [1918] noticed a marked seasonal variation in 
percentage run-off. Over a period of three years, the run-off varied from 31 

\ · to 50 per cent of the annual rainfall. Gorrie [1938] recorded a run-off vary· • 
: ing from 5 per cent, in ~he case of plots covered with !Vaas and shrub, to 25 1 

per cent from a bare soil. A» regards the amount of s1lt lost por acre as a 
· result of rainfall run-off, the results vary considerably. In Russia [Jacks , 
·and Whyte, 1938], the average soil losses varied from 20 tons por heotare 

1 
· per. annum on gentle and moderate slopes to 50 tons on stoop slopes. . In 
Ceylon, Holland and Joachim [1933] found that, under current estate prac• 

· tices, the loss by erosion varied from 56 to 101 tons per acre during a period 
of six years. Gerrie [1938], in India, records nearly f! Y,ns per acre as the j 
amount of soil lost from a bare plot during a single monsoon. -

The- effect of some sort of cover on soil has been recorded by several 
1 workers. Duley and Miller [1923] found that plots under annual crops suffer
ed more than plots under sod. They also noticed that a wide-sown crop, 

.like maize, allowed more run-off and erosion than a close-spaced one. Holland 

.and Joachim [1923] found that soil erosion waa greater in control plots than 
in plots having vegetation. In Africa very sinillar results were obtained by 
Thompson (1935] and Staples (1936]. Thompson found that 'annual hay 
.crops were less detrimental. Among perennial planted gr8886B, Rhodes grass 
.waa not effective in preventing erosion and run-off.' Staples obtained the 
leaat percentage run-off with perennial graas and deciduous thickets, followed 
by Bulrush millet. Russian invest~gators, as quoted by Jacks and Whyte 
·[1938], have come to a similar conclusion as regards the importance of grass 
in preventing run-off and erosion. 

A» regards the effeot of cultivation, the data of Lowdermilk (1931], 
Holland (1930] and Duley and Miller [1923] show that cultivation inoreases 
the rate of erosion. · Duley and Miller's results show that, while cultivation 
.increased erosion, it reduced run-off. Deeper cultivation, however, was 
.found to cause less erosion than shallow cultivation. The results obtained 
.by Miller and Krusekopf (1932] fail to substantiate the common belief that 
deep ploughing is markedly better than shallow ploughing in reducing erosion 
.losses. The results of Staples [1936], however, show that flat cultivation on 
a bare plot caused less run-off and erosion as compared with a bare unculti• 
.vated plot. Eden [1933] cites other workers who consider deep tillage to be 
.effective in checking erosion, though, in conclusion, he observes that the 
effeot·of cultivation must be regarded as an open question. 

Duley and Ackerman (1934] recorded a larger percentage run-o££ from 
·short plots than from loug ones. Their results on soil erosion were less con
sistent but they appear to indicate that, when the ra.infa.ll is light, short plot>J 
may undergo greater erosion, but that the reverse is true when the rainfall is 
heavy. . 

A» regards the amount of nutrients removed in the prooess of soil erosion. 
Duley and Miller (1923] observe that the losses are in some cases greater than 
the annual crop requirements. The losses in general follow the trend of the 
actual losses of soil. Most of the nitrogen is removed from the soil as organio 
nitrogen, the loss of nitrates being very low. This view was later confirmed 
J:>y Duley [1926] who found very little nitrat-:os in run-off wator. He fow1d 
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that caloium formed the Iarg8st proportion of the totaJ mitrients removed in 
the run:.Off water. · 

Miller and Krusekopf (1932] support the findings of Duley and Miller. 
Their meohanioal a.na.lysis of the eroded material showed tha.t the unoropped 
plots lost more sandy material than the others. 
· Just a.s soil type influenoes erosion, erosion changes the soil type. :Ben• 
nett [1931] gives examples of new soil ~~ havinjl_boon formed py erosio~. 
In· many oases the present surfaoe soU JB the original • B ' honzon. This 
leads to the formation of what a.re known as trunoa.ted profiles. Elsewhere, 
e.g. in Russia and .Africa {Jacka and Whyte, 1938] and in England [Robin· 
son, 19361 sjmUa.r oa.sea have boon reoorded. 

m. F..t.OTOli.S ..uT:BOTD!G 11"011·0JT OF liAlN WATEB Al!!D SOIL EltOSIOl!!' 

The enviroumental factors tha.t influenoe the extent of·run-off of rain 
water and of consequent soil erosion are :-

(1) Topogra.phy, (2) soil types a.nd their geologioal origin, (3) vegeta
tion cover and (4) the olimatio fa.otors, of whioh the temperature and the 
extent and distribution of rainfall are the most important. 

The area under the Dry Farming Resea.roh Station, SholapUl', is very 
ropresentative of a.n extensive tract of the Bomba.y-Deooa.li., which is liable t~ 
periodic famines and soa.roity. This traot includes the three entire district.s 
of Ahmednagar, Sholapur and Bija.pur, and a.ll!o the eastern portions of Na.sik, 
Poona, So.ta.ra, Bolga.um a.nd Dha.rwa.r districts. It forms the a.rea. lyi~ 
between E. longitude '14° and '16° and the pa.ra.llels of latitude 16° and 21 
N. L. and is a.bout 26,000 squa.re miles in extent. The Western Gha.ts or the 
Sahyadri range of mountains forms the westem boundary of this tra.ot. In 
faot, the Sahyadri ra.nge itself is a. compa.ra.tively less eroded ridge of hard 
Deooa.n trap of volca.nio origin. Numerous spurs from the Sahya.dri range 
extend to the east and protrude at rig_ht angles to the main range into ~ 
tract forming the Bombay-Deccan. "The genera.! slope of this region is to· 
wa.rds the east. The whole tract, therefore, consists of a plate!loU or a table
land with gen~le undulations interseoted by spurs from the Sa.hyadri range 
at right angles to the main range, thlis forming a series of ridges and va.lleys 
aorooa the plo.teau. The 'elevation of the Decoan Plateau ·ranges from about 
2,000 ft. in the west to about 1,400 ft.. at the -eastem boundary of the Bom· 
bay provinoe. The geologica.! formation of the whole a.rea forming the Bom• 
bay-Deccan from the river Godavari in the north to the river Krishna in the 
south is the well-known Deccan trap or basa.It. To ihe south of the Krishna 
river in the Bijapur district, other formations of the transition series and of 
still older periods a.re met with. The whole tract which is gently undulating 
with a.ltsctne.te ridges .and narrow va.lle~, consists of agrioultm:a.l lands which. 
have undergone va.rymg degrees of eros10n, leaving only a thin cover .of soU 
in many plaoeS. Along the ba.nka of the rivers, more extensive, ·level and 
doop lands a.re to bo found. These topographica.l features which are the result 
o£ geologica.l agenoios, influence very greatly the run-off of rain water and the 
extent of soil erosion in: different portions of the tra.ct. A detailed contour 
map of any portion of the tract shows very distinctly the undulating cha.rao
ter of the area. The map of Bijapur taluka (Fig. 1), whioh is given aa an 
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illustration, shows that the area is traversed by a large number of nalla& and 
their tributaries. All these nallas finally coalesce into larger streams such 
as the Don or the Krishna rivers and serve as surface drains for the stonn
water received during heavy and intensive showers in the monsoon months. 
Accordingly, every year these rivers and streams carry away millions of tons 
of suspended soil or silt from the agricultural lands of the tract which mainly 
consists of the finer and more fertile fractions of soil. The area is characteriz
ed by the absence of any large tree growth except in the region of h9avy rains 
just adjacent to the Western Ghats. Even annual vegEitGti<>n is generally 
stunted and of very poor growth. The open, bare and uncovered nature of 
the tract facilitates losses of rain water and contributes to soil erosion on an 
extensive and widespread scale . 

Flo. 1. Map of Bija.pur· ta.lulul: showing natural surface dra.iDa 

. 
IV. Cz.I:ii[ATIO FAOTOBS INFLUElHJIBG BUN-oFF AND .SOIL EBOSIO!i Dr 'l'l!ll 

BOMliAY-DECOAN 

(.A) Temperatures . . . . . 
- As the atmospheric temperatures of the. tract at different periods of the 

year have an indirect influence on the extent of :run-off and erosion, they are 
discussed here very bristly. In this extensive tract, the prevalent tempera-
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tures throughout the year show ooiii!idere.ble variance from north to south 
as well AA from west to ee.st. The extent of elevation above sea-level also 
has coiii!idernbie influence on prevailing temperatures. If the records of 
temperatures o:t the four important district towns are examined (Table I), 
they clearly indicate the great range through which the see.sonal temper&
turos of the tract fluctuate. 

TABLE I* 

Record of temperatures at important town8 

Nasik Ahmednage.r Sholapur Bijapur 
north- north- south- south . western eastorn east em eastern 
area area area area 

Highest monthly mean Dl8ol<i- 100 103 106 104 
mum (°F.) 

Lowest monthly mean mini- 48 lil 66 55 • 
mum ~·F.) 

Absolute maximwn {'F.) . 10? 110 

l 
110 lOS 

Absolute minimum {'F.) . I 4!. 44 48 46 

• Figures given in 'fables I and ll are from tbe Statistical Atlas of the Bomba)' 
Presidency [1925]. 

The highest monthly mean maximum and the lowest monthly mean 
minimum temperatures show a. difference of nearly 50'F. at all stations, while 
the absolute maximum and minimum show e. difference of more than 50'F. 
during the year. The maximum temperature is reached either in April or 
May, while the minimum is experienced either in December or January. The 
air is very dry for six months of the year from November to April. During 
this period, the soils become extremely dry and loose and are ee.sily blown 
away by the wind e.nd carried off in suspension by water if e. heavy shower 
of rain is received. More detailed data. regarding temperatures and humi· 
dity from month to month at Sholapur are given later while discussing 
experimental work at this centre. The figures given above for the four re
cording centres illustrate how the maximum temperatures increase from 
north to south and also from west to east. The minimum temperature is 
lowest in the northern tract, e.s represented by N asik, and gradually rises to
wards the south, i.e. Sholapur and Bijapur. 

(B) llainfaU 

. . The average monthly. rainfall statistics for the same four centres show how 
.the total rainfall, and more particularly its distribution from month to month, 
vary from west to east. 
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T.AllLE II 

Average monthly rainfall in inches 

Nasik Ahmednagar Sholapur BijapW> 
Month north .. north- south south 

western eastern eastern eBStem. 
area area area. area. 

Ja.nuary . . . . 0•10 0·17 0·15 0•09 

February . . . 0·04 0·13 0·07 0•06 

March. • . . . 0•03 0·10 0·20 0•22 

.April . . . . . 0•18 0·23 0·46 o·8o 

Ma.y . . . . . 0•92 0•92 1·05 0•31 

June . . • . . !;•57 4·57 4·67 3•37 

July . . . • . 8•67 3•61 4·20 2·51 

.Augnst • • • fi·OD 2·77 4· fi4 2•88 

September . . . . 5•93 6·84 7•71 6•33 

October . . . . 2·81 2·78 3·02 3•88 . 
~ovomber . • • • 0•46 0·83 1·05 1•52 

;December . . . . 0•18 0•55 

1·-

0·46 0•31 

Annua.l total 29•98 23•50 27·55 23·28 

Avera.ge number of ra.lny da.ye• 48•6 36•1 I 41•3 36•1 

. • .According to the practice a.dopted by the Meteorologica.l Department, only such 
.Qa.ys as receive 10 cents or more of rainfall during the 24 hours are counted as 'rainy 
days '. The sa.me procedure is followed in ca.lcula.ting the da.ta. dealt with throughout in 
this article. 

The ra.infa.ll at Na.sik Is typical of the south-west monsoon, which is 
restricted to a period of five months from June to October. This rainfall is 
genera.lly evenly distributed during the four months of June to September a.nd 
is usua.lly received spread over a. large number of ra.iny da.ys. The maxi
mum rainfall is received in July. Under such conditions, the effects of surfa.oe . 
run-off a.nd soil erosion a.re limited. The ra.infa.ll a.t each of the other three 
stations is similar in character a.nd represents ths type of monsoon genera.lly 
experienced in the ea.stem pa.rts of the Bomba.y-Decoa.n. The rainfall received 
during the first three months {i.e. June-August) amounts to about 6o-66 
per cent of the total precipitation, while the remaining ra.infa.ll occurs from 
September onwards. The number of ra.iny days is limited, especially during 
the latter pa.rt of the season. The ra.infa.ll in this tract largely consists of 
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intermittent heavy showers of great intensity. It should be rememb?red 
that the figures given in Table II a.re averages. The a.otual figures ob~~ed 
in any one yea.r may deviate very considerably from them. S';lch va.na.~10n 
can be seen from the rainfall figures for five years at Sholapur which a.re g~ven 
later. 

Two other important fa.otors which influence the climate of the tract are 
the average wind velocity and the ·atmospheric humidity. The nature of both 
these factors in the ea.stern tract differs considerably from their nature in the 
western tra.ot of the Bombay-Deccan. These fa.otors tend to ma.ke the climate 
in the eastern tract dry a.nd desiccating ever. during the monsoon months, 
and, in this a.rea., facilitate the quick drying of the surface soil after it has · 
become loose a.nd· pulverized by such agricultural operations as· harrowing 
a.nd weeding. Therefore, the heavy downpours of rain, common in Septem
ber and October, cause serious loeses of such dry, loose a.nd pulverized soil by 
erosion. 

V. EXl'IIIRWENTS • ON BAINli'ALL BUN-OFJI' AND SOIL IIIBOSION AT THill S.HOLAPUB 
DBY FARMING RIIISIIIABO.H STATION 

To begin with, experiments were laid down with a. view to finding out as 
accurately as possible the amount of rain water lost by surface run-off and to 
enable an approximate estimate to be made of the total amount of soil carried 
off a.nnua.lly by erosion on a representative soil of the tract under the different 
methods of cultivation a.nd cropping common in the south-ea.stern part of 
the Bombay province. The slope of the la.nd chosen for this experimental 
work was as fa.r as possible selected so as to be representative of th~ average 
slope to be found on the majority of the cultivated fields in the tract. The 
experiments were laid out on the same pla.n a.s was followed by Duley and 
Miller [1923] in their classical experiments at MiBBouri in the U. S. A., but 
due to differences in local environment, the plot dimensions chosen a.nd the 
slope used were somewhat different from those adopted by the~e workers. 

VI. SoiL TYPIII AND ITS l'liYBIOAL AND OIIEMIOAL C.HABAOTEBS 

The soil of the experimental plots can_ be described a.s medium deep soil
the depth varying from 9 in. to 18 in. This soil is derived from decomposi
tion of the Deccan trap and is of a residual type, a portion of the ' A ' horizon 
having been lost by previous erosion. Such decomposed trap is found imme
diately below the comparatively thin layer of surface soil. The colour of the 
soil is dark brown a.nd it shows a compact constitution with the texture of 
heavy olay. The mechanical composition of the soil as determineJ by the 
International Soda Method is given below. 

These data indicate that the soil contains a very high percentage of clay 
a.nd can therefore be classified as belonging to the heavy clay type. Study 
of ~me of ~e physioo-chemica.l constants indicates that this soil has a. high 
molBture 59wvalen~ of 43·6, a high wilting coefficient of 20·10, sticky point 
of 57•7, With a shrinkage value of 62·7. The total exchangeable bases have 
bee~ found to b? 38·4 m.e. of which e:xcha.ngesble lime is 30·0 m.e. It has 
S: Wide C : N ~t1o of 17 :. 1 a.nd the pH value of 8 · 14. The chemical composi
tion of the soil, detsmlined from the results of analysis by digestion with 
hydrochloric acid, is given in Table IV. 
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TABLlll m 
M echanicaZ analysis of soil of experimental plota 

Expressed on per cent dry matter 

Btcnee per cent on original soU 

Lose by solution .· . 
Coarse sand • 

Fine sand 

BUt 

Clay 

·Difference 

• 

TABLE IV 

Surface 
layer 

0-9 in. 

5•28 

1·64 

0·71 

11•67 

26•86 

58•49 

0•63 

Chemical analysis of soil of experimental plota 

Expressed on per oent dry matter 

Loss on ignition ·. 
Band and silica 

_Iron oxide (Fe.01) 

Aluminium and titanium oxidee (Alo01 + Ti10 1) 
,. 

Lime (OaO) • • 

:Magneeia (MgO) • 
Potash (K10) • 
Phosphoric acid (P 10 1) 

Nitrogen (N) • 
.• 

• • 

. I 

Surface 
layer 

0-0in. 

7•73 

65·65 

10·99 

11•48 

1•48 

0•35 

0·44. 

0·06 

0·039 

501 

Sub-surface 
layer 

9,--18 in. 

6•87 

2•67 

2•34 

9•18 

26•33 • 
58'60 

o·o8 

Buli-surfaee · 
layer 

9-18 in. 

8•58 

64•4.2 

10•48 

11•29 

2·32 

0·79 

0•48 

0•05 

0•040 
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These figures show that the loss on ignition is high and is largely due to 
the combined moisture held by the colloids resulting from the hlgh percentage 
of clay. The amount of sand and silica. is comparatively high. Tl!e ~:ropo;· 
tions of iron oxide and aluminium oxide a.re nearly equal. Phosphonc ao1d 
and nitrogen are both low, but other imp~nt plaD:t-food ingredients, such 
as lime and potash, are adequate from the pomt of VIew of dry cr~p cultiva
tion. The experiments described hereafter were condueted on this type of 
soil whlch can be taken as a typical representative soil to be found through
out the tre.ct. 

Vll. PLAN AND EQUIPMENT 0!1' THE EX1'EllmENTAL l'LOTS 

The area of the experimental ·plots was surveyed and the levels were 
determined a.t a distance of every 6 ft. The major slope was found tD be in the 
north-westerly direction and the lay-out of the experimenta.l pl.ots therefore 
was fixed in the same direction. Eight unit plots were laid out. The size of 
each unit plot was fixed at l guntlu!, or 1/SOth of an &.ere for seven plots, the 
shape being a long na.rro'W rectangle having· its breadth and length in the 
proportion of 1 : 8. In t)le case of the .eighth plot, the length was 16 times 
the breadth and the size of this plot was one guntlu!, or double that the 
others. The a.velhge slope of a.ll plots ·Was 1·18. per cent (fall of 1 in 8')· 
As the length oi each oflli'e seven plots was 6lrrt.;"tlle ·rota.l vertiqal fall tn 
each plot was 0· 78 ft. In the eighth plot, the length was 13ll. ft~ and the 
total vertica.li'b.ll from top to bottom was 1· 66 ft. Each plot was surrounded 
ou three sides by ga.lva.nized iron sheets 18 in. wide, half of which were buried 
in the ground and fixed by means of stout iron stakes a.t a distance of 4 ft. 
apart. The fourth and lower side of each plot was open and was leTel with 
the top of the side wa.ll of a series of masonry tanks constructed at the lower 
end of each plot to catch the run-off of rain water and silt. Each tank had a 
fk>t bottom. Seven of these masonry tanks had dimensions of 8 ;ft. X 3 · 3 
ft. X 3 ft., while the eighth one was 8 ft. X 6 ft. X 4 ft. An outlet pipe was pro
vided in each tank which could be opened or closed as required. The ground
plan of the eight experimental plots and the tanks is shown in Fig. 2. All 
the outlet pipes opened into a drain whence the water from the tanks could 
be allowed to escape through an underla.id chlna pipe of 4 in. diameter to out
side the experimenta.l area,. Plates XXXI and XXXII illustrate the genera.! 
arrangement of the experimenta.l plots and the tanks. · 

vm. TREATMENT oli- TH1i: ExPERDiENTAI. PLoTs 
The undernoted eight treatments were ·given respectively to the eight 

plots mentioned above. . . 
Plot 1 : Retention of natural vegetation or soil (Treatment .1) 

This plot was kept 1lnstirred and in its· original oondition, i .. e. oove:red 
with the usual annual flo~a wip.ch was rather spa.rsa at the commencement of 
the .experiment. This vegetation was a.liowed to grow· and develop natura.lly 
dunng the monsoon and to dry up during the hot weather months. During 
t~e fivo y~' experimental period, the whole plot became completely covered 
mth vegetation. In th? hot \'veatlier, much "Of this vegetation dried up, but 
g enera.lly sprouted· ago.m during t.he mOD'iP!lD. .The most common speoles 
of plants present wel".l : Cyllod<m dadylon, Ischaemum pilosum, Euphorbia 
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Some of the run-o~. plots with tanks 
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kypM"eeifolia, JUBticia quinqueangularis, Triclaz procumbenx, Tephr0$ia. pw
purea, J>ndigofera liinifolia, M erremia emarginata, Panicum iaachne, Panicum 
ramo.fl6nlo, l&eilema antlwphoriode8, Cocculus villoaus, Euplwrbia dracunculoidea, 
eto. 
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Plot 2 : Removal of natural vegetation by cutting (Treatment 2) 
The natural vegetation on this plot wa.s superficially removed by cptting 

2ose to the ground without disturbing the surface soil. This was done 
annually two or three times during the monsoon, whenever the vegetation 
had gro~ enough (one to two inches above ground) to interfere '!'rith the 
run-off. 

Plot 8 : Shallow cultivation by local lukrrow (Treatment 3) 
This plot received only such cultivation a.s is usually given by cultivators 

in the tract. Such cultivation is shallow and, for this purpose, the country 
blade harrow is the commol) implement used by the cultivator .. The plot 
wos harrowed to a depth of 4 in. two or three times during the season, once 
in the hot weather before the monsoon (May.June) and twice during the 
monsoon. (July-Septemboc) before the sowing season. 

Ji'lot 4 : Cultivation of a rabi crop of jowar (Treatment 4) 
In this plot, ploughing wa.s done in the hot weather and subsequent 

harrowing wa.s done every month from May to September. In the first year, 
the plo11ghing wa.s carried out with a. CT2 plough but, in the succeeding four 
yea.re, the plot wa.s hand-dug in order to get the effect of ploughing as actual 
ploughing was found to be impossible on Mcount of the iron sheets fixed along 
the borders of the plots. A rabi crop of jawar (Andropogon sorghum) was 
sown at the beginning of October and received about four interculturings at 
an interval of about three weeks during November-January. 

Plot 5 : Cultural treatment with a ' BCOoper ' (Treatment 5) 

The ' soooper ' is a specially devised bulloCk-drawn implement which 
makes a number of shallow hollows or pockets when worked over a well
prepared soil. By the use of this implement, about 150 • scoops ' or hollows 
were made over the surface of the plot,. the intention being that the rain 
water should be held in these ' scoops ' and run-off checked. The size of each 
hollow or 'scoop' wa.s about 15 in. X 9 in. X 3 in. and the space between two 
'scoops' was about 12 in. The scooping was done on two occasions, once 
early in July and again late in August. , 

· Plot 6 : Cultivation of a kho.rif crop of bajri and tur (Treament 6) 
After a thorough preparatory tillage consisting of one ploughing and two 

ha.rrowings, this plot was sown with bajri (Pennisetum typhoide:um) and tur 
(Cajanus indicus) mixture every year. In sowing this mixture either in June 
~July, the usual oultivators' practice of sowing three rows of bajri and the 
fourth row of tur was followed. The rows ran across the slope so as to obtain 
the fullest effect of the standing crop in checking rainfall run-off and soil 
erosion. Four to five interoulturings were given to the standing crop at an 
i:nterval of three or four weeks during July-October. . 

Plot 7 : Thoroogh and intensive preparatory tillage (Treatment 7) 
In this plot, intensive preparatory tillage wa.s given, which consisted of 

dtlop ploughing in the hot season and harrowing four times during the monsoon 
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from June to September. In the first year, the ploughing was done with 
a CT2 plough, but later on the plot was hand-dug to imitate ploughing. The 
furrows were made across the slope. No crop was cultivated. 

Plot 8 : Treatment 7 on a plot double the lengtk of plot 7 (Treatment 8) 

This plot received similar treatment as was given to plot 7, i.e. in 
tensive preparatory tillage consisting of ploughing and four ha.rrowings. In 
this plot the effect of the greater length of the plot on the run-off and erosion 
was under study as the length of this plot was 132 feet, or double that of plot 
7 and other plots. · 

NoTE.-Treatment 4 was carried out on plot 7 in the first year of the experiment and 
treatment 7 on plot 4 but, during the remaining four·year period, treatment 4 was conti. 
nuously on plot 4 and treatment 7 on plot 7. The reason for this change was to avoid 
the sheltering effect of the standing crop of bl:jr£ and tur of plot 6 on the jowar crop of 
plot 7, as laid out- in the first year. As plot 6 was to the west of plot 7, the standing 
crop on the former plot used to intercept the showers of the south-west monsoon and thus 
affect the growth of the jowar crop on plot 7. 

. . 
IX. MEASUREMENT OF THE RUN-OFF WATER AND THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM 

JUNE 1934 TO MA_y 1939 

The experimental work started on 1 June 1934, when the construction 
of the tanks and the lay-out of the eight plots were completed. 

Whenever run-off of rain water took place, measurements of the depth 
of the accumulated water in each plot-tank were taken as accurately as pos
sible, an average of six readings correct to a tenth of an inch being calculated. 
The volume of water was then caloula.ted on the basis of the known tank dimen
sions after making correction for the rainfall received directly into the tank. 
The water in each tank was then thoroughly agitated by stirring, and allowed 
to escape through the outlet near the bottom of the tank. A sample of 
this water was taken in a. Winchester bottle, care being taken to obtain 
a fair sample. The quantity of suspended silt was determined in the 
laboratory by filtering the water through a. filter paper a.nd then by· drying 
and weighing the residual material. The actual volume of water was 
then calculated by deducting the calculated volume of silt from the combined 
volume of water and silt. The amount of run-off from each plot was cal
culated both as oubic feet of water collected ·in each tank and as incl;es. of 
rainfall lost. The results obtained over five years are given in Table V, which 
shows the equivalent inches of rain water lost by run-off annually from each 
of the eight plots receiving the different· treatments described above. 

On account of the expensive nature of the la.y-out required for tbrse 
experiments, they were conducted on single plots only. It will be shown 
in Appendix IT by the analysis of variance that variation between plots 
is extremely small when the data of plots similarly treated over some period 
aro viorked out statistically • 

• 
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X. RAINFALL AT SHOLAPUR DURING THI!Il'I!IBIOD OF THE EXl'EBIMENT 

Before dilloussing the results of the experimental work on run-off, it is 
neoossary to examine how the rainfall varied during th? experim~ntal ;perio?
of five yea.rs a.nd how far it represented the average rainfall obta.med m th1s 
tract over a. prolonged period, both with regard to the total annual rainfall 
and its monthly distribution. · 

In Table VI, data. regarding monthly and annual rainfall a.t the Research 
Station along with the number of rainy days are given. lu column 2 of 
this table, the a.vera.ge monthly and annual rainfalls for a. period of 25 years 
from'1908 to 1933, i.e. just prior to the commencement of the experiments, 
are given. Columns 3-7 give similar data. for the five yea.rs of the experiments, 
while in the last column, the average monthly and annual rainfalls and the 
number of rainy days for the whole period of five years (1934-89) are 
given along with their deviations from the annual average. It may be seen, 
by comparison of columns 2 and 8, that the average annual rainfall for the 
shorter period of five years was practically the same as the annual average 
over the longer period. The average distribution differed, however, in the two 
periods. The average rainfa.ll of the three months from June to August was 
somewhat higher during the shorter period than during the longer period. 
On the other hand, the rainfall during September and October was some
what lower during 1934-39 than during the previous 25 years' period, i.e. 
from 1908 to 1933. The number of rainy days per annum did not differ 
much. Curves showing the a.vera.ge monthly distribution during the two 
periods readily illustrate the above points (Fig. 3). If the individual years 
a.re considered separately, then it can be soon that the years 1934-35 and 1936-
37 were yea.rs of drought when only 80 and 60 per cent, respectively, of the a.n
nuo.l a.vera.ge rainfall were received. The year 1937-38 received very nearly the 
annual a.vera.ge rainfall. The remaining two years, viz. 1935-36 and 1938-39, 
were wet yea.rs and received rainfall higher than the a.nnua.l average. This 
increase, however, was only 20 per cent in the former year but was nearly 40 
per cent in the latter. lu the year 1938-39, the number of rainy- days was 
a.lso much higher, viz. 57 as against the normal average of 41· 2. It can 
be seen therefore that the period of experimentation ma.y be taken a.s fairly 
typioa.l in covering possible variations in individual years and, a.t the same 
time, giving approximately a.vera.ge ra.infa.ll conditions over the total period of 
fi~ y~a.rs. similar to t~o~e e~perienced over !" long period of 25-30 years. 
F~g. 4 mdioa.tes the va.na.tion m the monthly distribution of rainfall during 
the five years of the experimental work. It can be seen from the data. 
in Table VI that no exact relationship a.ppea.rs to exist between the number 
of rainy d~~ in a. year a.I?-d the total ra.m:a.ll received during the same period. 
Although 1t lB true .that m gen?ral the higher the number of rainy days, the 
~rea.ter the total ra.infa.ll a~d tnee versa, this is not o.lwa.ys the case. Thus, 
m the year 1937-38, the ra.in_fa.ll was nearly 25 per cent higher tha.h that of 
1934-3?, but t~e number ofra.my days was sma.ller, viz. 42 in the former year 
a.s a.grunst 46 m.the latter year. Again the year 1935-36 received nearly 40 
;per cent more ram tha.n the year 1934-35, but the total number of rainy days 
m both the yoo.~ was exactly the same. 
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TABLE v 
Quantilillll of water lost by rainfall run-off in inches from each plot during the five 

- __ yl!llrs of experiment 

Balnf'all lost lD lncbea 

No. Treatment or June1984- June1936-,June1936- J'unelOS'l- .Tune toss-
plot May May Ma~ May May 

19M 1936 193 1938 1939 

1 Retention or natural vegetation 0·21 4•02 0·07 0·65 0·84 

2 Natural veaet&ilonremoved b:r cut.- 1·87 6·80 1•08 8•88 9·48 
tina 

8 Shallow cultivation by balrowlnl • 1·24 6•70 2·22 8·88 9•61 

4 Thoraudl and fntendve cultivation 1•09 6·66 1•89 7•47 8·92 
by ploughinJ and barrowloa and 
growtug nWi crop oC jOtDGr 

6 • Scooping • of the lld'f'ace 100 after 0·02 8·83 0•19 4•82 2·01 
thorough cultivation 

6 Thorough enltlvatlon by pi~= 0•68 4•82 1•68 8•99 4•0 
and harrowing and growing 
bGjri and car mlxtule 

7 Thorough and Intensive cultivation 1•4ll 6·02 1·93 7·14 8•0 
by plouahlDa and barroWin8 

8 Thorough and Intensive cultivation 
u in plot 7 with double Jeogtb 

1-21 6•81 2•19 7·76 8·10 

. -
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TA.11Llli VI 

Rainfall and the number of rainy days at Sholapuf' 

Average for 
26~ .... 19Sf·S6 1936·88 11136-87 1937·88 lll311:39 

Average for the 
J'e&nl 1931~39 

Calender montbl 
BalnfaU No. df BalnraU llo. or BalnraU BalnraUI No. nC RalnCaU No. of RalnCaU No. nC RalnCaU No.« No. of 

ID rainy lo talny lo raley lo ~ lo ~ lo ra~ lo rainy 
locheo da)'ll lochea days locheo da)'ll Iache& cia~· lnchea dnya lochea da~· lochea ~ 

- -
June. . . . 4·66 8·6 0•69 8. 8•6f 10 2•'8 ' 1•98 a 8•'5 18 8·89 6•4 

July. . . • . 8·70 7•7 8•08 18 2•26 8 1•82 8 8•86 IS 11·69 19 6•0f 11•0 

AUIIUBt . . . 8•16 7·6 8·83 0 10·84 11 1•10 8 1•68 ' f•68 1a f·8T 7•8 

Beptamber • . • . . 8·10 9·0 8•68 IS 8·44 8 8•12 a 8·98 11 11·02 0 8·88 8•8 

October . . . . . 3•30 4•8 0·18 2 8•39 7 O•t? 1 6•18 6 1•08 a 2•68 3•4 

November • • . . 1·76 1·8 1•82 8 0•01 ... 8•76 8 ~ .. ... .. . ... 1•08 1•2 

Decem bar . Traco 0•8 ... ... 0•66 1 0•06 ... 2•08 8 ... .. . O·M 0·8 

January . . . . 0·16 0•8 0•19 1 ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... . .. 0·04 0•2 

Febi'UUF . . . ... .. . ... . .. 0·73 2 0•23 1 ... ... .. . .. . 0·10 0•8 

:Nareh . 0·20 O·f ... ... 0•88 1 0•76 2 1•21 2 .. . ... 0•68 1·0 

AprU. . . . . . O·fO 1•0 O•fl 2 0•86 1 2•40 ' 0·23 1 O•f9 I 0·84 2•0 

llaJ . . . . 0•78 2•2 0•11 1 0·7f 1 ... ... O•f1 J .. . .. . 0·26 0·8 

-To!.u; '126•40 41·2 21·16 46 29•68 46 16•92 28 28·11 42 87•U 67 126•96 f3•8 
±1•68 ±8·82 ±0•09 

• 
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. Similarly, 'monthly rainfall is not always proportional to the number of 
rainy days in the month. This is due to the fact that the intensity of rainfall 
is different in different months, as can be seen clearly from the figures given 
in the last column of Tabla VI. It can be stated in general that the intensity 
of Tainfall is greater in the hitter half of the monsoon\ i.e. from September 
to November, than in the first half, i.e. from June to August. The month 
of July gave the largest average of rainy days but the intensity of rainfall in 
this month was the lowest; It should be noted that the rainfall during the 
period of September to November is generally recaivad. in the shape of stormy 
downpours lasting for only an extremely short period of one to two hours daily. 
The rainfall during the early period of the· monsoon is generally received as 
small showers of a persistent and· soaking nature, lasting over a large number 
of hours eaoh· day. This shows that the early monsoon rains are generally 
of low intensity while those of the Jatar period are of great intensity. This 
intensity of rainfall has a very great bearing on the run-off of rain water and 
on consequent soil erosion. · 

XI. TEllfl>ERATUl!ES; llUMIDlTY AW)·WIND VELOCI'rY AT SHOLAJ.>tm 

Mention has already been made of the influence of climatic factors, other 
than rainfall, on the run-off of rain watm: and on consequent soil erosion. 
In ~rable VII monthly average values for soma of the more important metaoro
logioal observations taken during the experimental period of five years, i.e. 
1934-35 to 1938-39 are given. 

TABLE VII 

Monthly averagea of important meteorological observations at. Sholapur Dry Farm 

(Average of II years fTom 1934-35 to 1938-39) 

Wind 
EvaporatloD 

Mnxlmum lortnlm.um MOAn from fTee 
Month to'"f.crnture ·tow.pcrature temperature 

Relative velocity water 
op,~ ('F.) 

humidity mtles per surface 1n 
('l'.) per cent hour inches -- • Jlloe • . . . 94•23 78·35 83·79 78·94 10•78 11·79 

JUI7 • . . . 88of8 70o94 70o8~ 82o84 10o4Q 8o61 
AognJ\ . . 88o15 70o02 70>10 81·08 9o48 8ol7 
September • . 86o84 60·58 78o19 82o4Qo 7o81 7o80 
October . . 0 

90o04 '88o53 78o80 65o79 5•78 l0o77 
NOTember • . . 86o17 58o82 72o50 58°94 5o04 8·6S 
n-mber . . 84o28 ~·OS 70o12 58o99 4•44 8°66 
lllnUJIIl' . . 86-ouo li6o96 ° 72o62 55·80 4·13 9o94 
Fcbruii!T . . . 90.-78 60o65 75o72 47o57 4o72 10o81 
Mareh .. . . 97o90 67oS3 82•62 8(o97 5o12 18·30 
Atlrll • . 101·06 72oS7 80o7S 4Qo9Q 6o05 17o22 
May • . . . . 106·'1 'iG··o& 90o9S 43•57 7o72 2Qo48 
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The data. of monthly average maximum and minimum temperatures 
indicate the wide range of temperatures prevailing in this tract. The very 
high temperatures during April and May result in considerable sun-drying 
and baking of soils, which causes considerable cracking and fissure formation 
in the deeper types of soils. These cracks ultimately give rise to gully for
mation as a result of the run-off of heavy rains at the outbreak of the south
west monsoon. The higher temperature of tho atmosphere, oombined with 
the high wind velocity during the monsoon months, produces a highly desic
cating effect on the soils. Slight showers are, at that time, ineffective as the 
soil moisture is largely lost by evaporation during the following 24 hours. 
The high rate of evaporation of water noted from free water surface indicates 
a similar trend of rapid evaporat~on of soil-moisture. These factors result 
in the surface soil remaining dry and pulverized, thus facilitating its removal 
by the run-off water resulting from the heavy showers commouly received 
in September and October in this tract. The knowledge of the influence of 
such climatic factors facilitates a clearer understanding of the experimental 
results on run-off and soil erosion which are discussed hereafter. 

XII. RESULTS Oll' RAINFALL RUN-QFll' EXI'EBDIENTS AT SHOLAPUB 

(.d) Effect of experimental treaJments 
The eight different treatments given to the eight plots in the experimental 

area have already been mentioned in detail. The main object of these 
different treatments was to ascertain whether any p8.rticular method of 
tillage or cultivation or the growing of any particular crop would have a. 
controlling effect on the quantity of water lost by run-off. The results of the 
experiments given in Table V were obtained from the estimate of the actual 
volume of water lost from the area. of !/80th or l/40th of an acre in cubic feet 
from year to year and are expressed in inches of rainfall thus lost. Table 
VIII shows the number of occasions upon which run-off of rain water took 
place in each year and also the total number of such run-offs during the five 
years under each plot treatment. The quantities of water lost from each plot 
in inches are also shown. Careful scrutiny of these results shows that the 
treatment on plot 1, viz. the plot with natural vegetation preserved in situ 
gave the lowest number of run-offs and lost the smallest quantity ofrain water 
by run-off during the experimental period of five years. In this plot, there 
were, in all, 23 run-offs during the five years and the total quantity of rain 
water lost in this way amounted to 5·59 in. during the same period. This 
treatment was, therefore, the most effective in checking the loss of rain water 
by surface run-off. The treatment given on plot 5, which consisted of 'scoop
ing ', ranked second in effectiveness in controlling run-off. The number of 
run-offs on plot 5 during five years was 31 or nearly 25 per cent more than 
on plot 1, but the total quantity of rain water lost amowtted to 10·37 in., 
which is nearly 85 per cent more than the loss on plot 1. ·Only one more 
treatment, viz. the cultivation of bajri and tur orops on plot 6 showed some 
appreciable effect in controlling rain water run-off. The number of run-ofl• 
in this plot was 43 and the water lost amounted to l 8 · 28 inches. If, how.,ver, 
the results from plot 6 are compared with the results obtained on plot 1, i.e. 
vegetation co>er, the number of run-offs on the former plot was nearly double 



Year of 
ob!crva!lon 

TA.liLE VIII 

Number of run-offs from etUk plot and inches of rainfall lost from tJUk plot in different yeaTs 

Plot 1 
Jtetentlon 

of 
vegetation 

PJot2 
llemoval · 

of 
vea:etatlon 

Plot 8 
ShaDow 

cultivation 

Plot' 
Cultivation 
of rtJbi ;OWGr 

Plots 
• ScooplDg" 

Plot a 
Cultivation at 
kMri/ lx>fri 

and tur 
Thoroo oh . 
cultivation 

Plot 7 I Plot 8 
Thorough 

eultlvatlon and 
double-len&th 

No. Rainfall No. I llalnfalll No. RalnfaU No. Rainfall No. Rainfall No. Rainfall No. I Balnfalll No. RalnfaB 

~ -· ~ -· ~ -· ~ -· ~ -· ~ -- ~ -· ~ --run-o~ :~;·,ruD·olfsl :~; rn-otrs r;~;· lUD·OlfS ru;;· run-offi r;:;· run-offs ro;;· lUD·O~ I ::lfB, ~ .. ~ r;;::~ 
----:- -~--1---1---1---i---1---1--~----·--
1094-35 

1035-96 

1986-87 

1937-38 

1088-39 

6 

6 

8 

7 

2 

0•21 

4•02 

0•07 

0•66 

O•M 

6 

9 

6 

16 

16 

1•37 

6•80 

1·06 

6·86 

9·8' 

6 

9 

6 

20 

16 

1•24 

6·70 

2•22 

8·86 

9·61 

6 1•09 

8 6•66 ~ 

4 1•89 

16 7·47 

18 6•92 

4 

6 

8 

11 

7 

0·00 

8•88 

0•19 

4•82 

2·01 

6 

6 

8 

16 

18 

0·68 

4•62 

1•68 

6•99 

4•41 

6 

7 

4 

16 

18 

1·d. 

6•02 

1:93 

7·H 

6•41 

6 

6 

4 

16 

18 

1•21 

6·31 

2•19 

7·" 
6•80 

Total In 
6 1 

... ~~~~28~~-1--6-.6-9_1 __ w_~_24_.,_s_ ~ _a_7_·o_8_ ------4~6~-'·. _zz_·_9_a_, ___ s_1--1--1o_·_8_' " ,..,.I • 1""'1 • •. ,. 
Aver... per 4•6 .-1•12 10 4•88 10•8 6•40 9•2 I 4•58 6·2 2•07 8·6 8·66 • 9·2 I 4·38 I 8•8 4•55 
~~m I . I 
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that on the latter and the quantity of water lost more than three times. The 
bajri crop stands for 3-3! months during the south-west monsoon period 
and the tur crop remains much longer. The combined effect of these stand
ing crops in checking run-off can be seen in the results obtained on plot 6 if 
compared with those of plot 7. 

The treatment given in plot 2, where the natural vegetation was removed 
by cutting close to the soil surface without disturbing the soil itself, showed 
by contrast the great preserving effect on soil erosion of the plant cover on 
plot 1. The soil in both cases was undisturbed, but there was a vegetation 
cover in plot 1 and no such cover in plot 2. Treatment on plot 2 gave in 
all 50 run-offs and lost a total of 24· 43 inches of water during the five years. 
The number of run-offs was more than double that on plot 1 during that period 
and the rain water lost by run-off on plot 2 was more than four times that lost 
on plot 1 which had plant cover. It was observed that this plot used to get 
dry and crack extensively during the hot weather. This cracking facilitated 
the vertical percolation ofrain water and thus reduced the lo!IS of rain water 
by surface run-off. 

The treatment on plot 3 consisted of shallow cultivation, viz. two or 
three harrowings during the monsoon months done with a blade harrow. 
This plot gave the la~gest number of run-offs, viz. 54 and also lost the largest 
total quantity of rain water, viz. 27 · 03 in., during the complete period of 
five years. The difference of 2· 6 inches in the total water lost by run-off 
between plots 2_and 3 was mainly due to higher loss from plot 3 in one year. 
During the year 1937-38 which gave a greater number of intensive showers, 
there were four additional run-offs and 2 in. excess loss of rain water from 
plot 3 as compared to plot 2. That the difference between the treatments 
on plots 2 and 3 is not statistically significant, is shown later on in another 
statement. 

The treatment on plots 7 and 8 consisted of thorough and intensive culti
vation of the land by one deep ploughing in the hot season, followed by four 
or five harrowings during the monsoon months. The length of plot 8 was 
double that of plot 7. The total number of run-offs during five years was 46 
from treatment on plot 7 and 43 from treatment on plot 8. The total quantity 
of water lost was 21·92 in. and 22·75 in. from plot 7 and plot 8 respectively. 
As compared to no cultivation on plot 2, or shallow cultivation on plot 3, 
the run-off was somewhat lower in the case of the deeper cultivation on plots 
7 and 8. There was no noticeable difference due to the different lengths of 
the two plots. This is contrary to the result obtained by Duley and Acker
man [1934] in the U.S. A. They found that the shorter plots gave a larger 
percentage of surface run-off than longer plots. Thus, although the thorough 
ami deep cultivation given effected a slight reduction in the number of run• 
offs, and in the quantities of water lost by run-off, whm compared with the 
treatment on plot 3 which received shallow cultivation and also with treat
menton plot 2 which received no cultivation, the diffErence was not statis
tically significant. Miller and Krusekopf [1932] found no benefit as a result 
of deep ploughing in checking the surface run-off of rain water. 

The remaining treatment on plot 4 consisted of thorongh and intensive 
cultivation, as in plots 7 and 8, and had in addition a rabi crop of jowar from 
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, October to February. · The total number of run•offs during the five years 
from the plot was 46 and the total quantity of water !ost .amounte? to 22 · 92 
in. Thus there was no apparent influence of. the cultivatiOn of a 3owar crop 
on the rain-water run-off. . This may. be attributed to the fact that most of 
the rains were received bofore the sowing of the crop and only a. small amount 
.during the very early stage of the crop when the young seedlings ?ould not 
,jn any way influence the run-off. Fig. 5 illustrates the comparative losses 
.of water every year under different treatments. 

l 

M c,t.34-!Hl't~ :l 34-5''""7& tl.~ot5618 

19~6-37 t937·38 1938·33 

FIG. 5. Relative quantiti.., or rain water in inohes lost by run-off from plote under· 
different treatmente 

[Plot 1, weeds preserved : plot 2, weeds removed; plot 3, harrowed only; plot 4, robi crop 
of j'owar; plot 5, scooped; plot 6, kharif crop of bajri and eur; pJot 7, ploughed and 
harrowed; plot 8, ploughed aod borrowed with double length] 

Thus, to sum up the results of the experimental work on the effect of 
·the different treatments on rain-water run-off, it can be stated that: (I) There 
is some reducing effect resulting from doop cultivation on the number of run· 
offs and on the quantity of rain water lost by run-off as compared to the 
effects of shallow or no cultivation. The results of treatments on plots 2, 3 
and 7 suggest the above conclusion. (2) The length of the plot does not affect 
the run-off materially as seen from the comparison of the results of treatments 
on plots 7 and 8. (3) The cultivation of rabi jowar also had no influence on 
the run~ff. (4) The cultivation of a mixed crop of bajri and turin the k11.arif 
season reduced the quantity of water lost by run~ff. (5) The special cultural 
treatment of ' scooping' reduced both the number of run~ffs and the total 
quantity of water lost by run~ff. (6) The most effective treatment in con
trolling and reducing the rainfall run~ff was found to be the conserVation of 
the natural vegetation on the untouched surface of the soil. 
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.(B) The total annual rainfall, the nwmber of days on which run-off occurred 
ani/, the quantity• of rain water lost by run-off.during the e:~:perimental 

period of five years 
Having considered the effect of different cultural treatments and systems 

of cropping on the quantity of rain water lost by run-off in the preceding 
paragraphs, it will be interesting to see whether any relationship can be traced 
between the total annual rainfall and the number of days on which run-off 
occurred as well as the total quantity of rain water lost by run-off during the 
same period. 

TABLE IX 

Total annual rainfall, the number of days on which run-off took place anil the 
total quantity of rain water lost by run-off 

Total rainfall The number of The total quan-
during the days on which tity of rain 

Year year in inches run-oft occur- water lost by 
red run-oft in· 

inches 

1934-35 . . . . . 21•15 5 1•24 

1935-36 . . . . . 29·52 9 5·70· 

1936-37 . . . . . 15•92 5 2·22 

1937-38 . . . . . . . 26·11 20 8·38 

1938-39 . . . . . 37•14 15 9•51 

The data presented. in Table IX a.re for treatment 3, i.e. shallow 
cultivation by harrowing on plot 3. The data. from this plot a.re selected for 
consideration as. this treatment represents closely the usual cultivation 
followed by the cultivators in the tract. 

Careful scrutiny of the figures in columns 2 a.nd 3 would indicate that 
no relationship can be established between the total annual rainfall and the 
number of days on which run-off occurred during the year. This is illustrated 
by the fact that the year 1938-39, with the highest total rainfall (37'·14-in.),. 
was not the year which :recorded the largest number of run-off days. On 
the other hand, the year 193.7-38, with only 26·11 in. total rainfall, recorded 
the largest number of days on which run-off occurred. Simila.rly· the total 
quantity of rain water lost by run-off during the year is not proportiona.l to 
the total rainfall· received during the same period. This ca.n be clearly· seen 
by comparison of the data. for the yoar.1934-35 with those for 1936-37· and 
again the da.ta.·.for the year 1935-36 with those for 1937-38. Thus the number 
of days on which run-off occurred a.nd the total' quantity of water lost by 
run-off bear no· definite proportional relationship to total annual rainfall, 
Other factors in this connection a.re·considered later. 
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(0) Monthly rainfall, number of days on whlch run-off occ~rred arul tJ:e total 
rainfall run-off from month to month during the ea:penmental penod 

The average number of days upon which run-off occurred in each month 
is shown in Table X for the whole period of five years for the treatment on plot 
3, i.e. treatment 3, viz. shallow cultivation by harrowing. It will be seen that 
the maximum number of days of run-off was recorded in the month of Sep
tember with an average of 3·2. July stood second with 2· 2 days of run-off and 
August third with 1·8. The month of June recorded 1·6 days of run-off 
followed by October with an average of one day of run-off. The re
maining seven months together recorded only 1· 2 days of run-off. The 
average quantity of water lost generally increased from June to September 
and rapidly decreased from October to December. The remaining months. 
except March, recorded no run-off. The quantity of water lost by run-off 
was much higher in September and was equal to the total quantity lost during 
the three months of June, July, and August. The differing effects on rainfall 
run-off of the early rainfall (June-August) and the later (September and 
October) can be seen from the detailed consideration of the data presented 
in Table X. Thus, in the year 1934-35, the month of July recorded 6·06 in. 
of rainfall and the month of September, 6· 56 in. But there was only very 
slight run-off equal to 2 oents of rainfall in July, while in September a loss of 
1• 20 inches occurred on three oooa.sions. Examples can be multiplied to 
show that there is no exact relationship between the monthly rainfall and the 
quantity of rain water lost by run-off during the month. Detailed considera
tions of the experimental data for five years indicate that, for a given slope and 
type of soil, the most important factors that _influence rainfall run-off 
appear to be: (1) the intensity of individual showers and (2) the moisture
status of the soil previous to the rainfall resulting in run-off. Both these 
factors are considered in detail in Table X. 

(D) Intensity of showers aruJ, rainfall causing run-off 

Appendix I-a shows the rainfall recorded on all rainy days in each 
month. The figures representing rainfalls that caused surface run-off from 
any of the experimental plots have been shown in italics. The data for 
all the five years of the experiments have been included in that table. In 
addition, the rainfalls have been grouped into four- classes indicating 
varying intensities according to the quantity of rainfall received during a day 
or 24 hours. These data have been summarized in Table XI, which gives 
the total number of rainfalls in each class for each year and the number 
of rainfalls in each class which caused surface run-off. 

It can be seen from Table XI that the total number of rainy days was 
218 during the whole period of five years. Out of this total 55, or nearly 
25 per cent of the total number, caused surfa,ce run-off. Only nine, or 
nearly 4 per cent of the ~tal numb~, exc~ed 2 inches of rainfall. Twenty
five, or 11·4 per cent vaned from 1m. to 2m. Forty or 18·3 per cent varied 
from ! in. ~ 1 in:·• whl!e the remaining 144, or nea.riy 66 per cent, represent 
less the:n ~ m. rainfall m a day._ Detailed examination of these data as pre
sented m Table XI reveals an mteresting relationship between the intensity 
of rainfall and the oooa.sions of rainfall run-off, 
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'y onthly distribution of rainfall, the number of days of rainfall run-o!J, and the quantity of water lo.!t by run-o!J 
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AuKUSt • . . . . 5·33 2 0•02 0·84 6 4•34 1•10 .. . ... 1·G3 1 0·08 4•53 ... ... 4•G6 1·8 0·89 
September . . 6·G6 3 1•20 8•44 ... ... 8•12 2 0•7& 8•96 6 3•98 11·02 G 4·G6 &·62 8·2 2·09 
October . . . . . 0•28 ... ... 6•89 1 1•80 0•47 .. . ... 5•12 ' 1•78 1·86 i ... . .. 2·66 1•0 0•61 
November . . . . . 1•62 ... ... 0•01 ... . .. 8•7G 2 1•42 ... . .. ... ... I ... .. . 1•08 0•4 0•28 
Dceombor . . . ... ... .. . O•G6 ... . .. O•OG 

' 
. .. 2·08 3 1·07 I ... ... .. . 0·54 0·6 0·22 

January . 0·19 ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... .. . ... 0·4 .. . . .. 
Fcbrul\ey . . . ... ... ... 0•73 ... .. . 0•23 ... .. . ... ... ... ... .. . ... 0•19 . .. ... 
March . . . . . . .. ... ... o·8& ... .. . o·n ... ... ll·l!1 1 O·GS ... ... . .. 0'66 0•1 011 
AJU'U . . . O·U ... ... O•GG ... ... 2•40 ... ... 0·28 ... ... 0·49 ... .. . 0·8< . .. ... 
May . . . . . 0·11 . .. ... 0•74 ... .. . ... .. . ,..:::.... 0•41 ... ... ... .. . . .. 0•25 ... ... ----

TotAl . 21-lG 6 1•2< 29•42 9 G•70 15•92 5 2·22 26·11 20 8·8& 37•14 1G 9·51 25·96 11 G•40 
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TABLE XI 
Olaasification of Tainfall accOTding to intensity a711! the num~e'l' of Tainfall TUn-

. offs in each class, during the expenmental penod 

0- 50- 1- More 
60 100 2 than 

Remark& Y•ar cents cents inches 2 Total 
Inches 

1034·36 0 No. or ral.nfalll ln each clua 36 ' 4 2 46 

No. ofralnfallll tho.t caused run·ofl' 2' ... 2 2~ *Sharp shower. 
on previously 

1036·86 0 No. or ralnfalla 1n each clau 28 12 3 2 46 aaturated soU 

No. of rainfalls that caused run•oft 1' 2j 3 2 ~ fShowers were 
I~ either or great 

108"-87 No. or ralnfBlla In each class 18 2 1 28 lntenstty or 
were received 

No. ofr41nfalle thot caused run·off' 1' 2j 1 11~ •• saturated 
soil 

1087·88 • .. No. ofrninfalll ln each claal 26 8 6 2 42 

No. of rainfalls that caused nm.of!' 6' 6 6 2 20 

1938·80 • No. ofr&lnfallBln each class 86 g 10 2 67 

No. ofralnfallll that canaed ron·o1f' 2' 8 8 2 16 

Total for nve ;yeare . No. ofratnfalla In each claM 144 40 125 9 j218 

No. ofralDtalls thnt caused nm·otr 12' u 20 g 
~ 

Percentage of the number of zabl· 8·3 ISfi 80 100 26·2 
Calla that cnUBCd run·ofl' 

. 
It can be seen that: (a) all the nine showers of more than 2 m. 

resulted in surface run-off of rain water; (b) 20 rainfalls, or 80 per cent 
of the rainfalls varying .from 1 in. to 2 in.., also resulted in surface run-off. 
Five rainfalls belonging to this class, which did not result in run-off, were 
received as ' soaking ' and intermittent rainfalls spread over the 24 hours. 
In some oases, however, they were solitary showers during tp.e dry season 
from November to May ; (c) about 35 per cent, or 14 out of 40 rainfalls be
longing to the class of l in.-1 in., resulted in surface run-off. These were 
sharp showers. of considerable intensity usually precipitated in less than one 
hour ; (d) of the remaining 144 rainfalls (belonging to the class with less 
than 50 cents a day) ouly 12 rainfalls, or 8·3 per cent, resulted in run-off. The 
average rainfall of the 12 showers causing run-off in this class was, however, 
35·8 cents. AU these showers were of great intensity and were received on 
already saturated soil ~urfaoe. The smallest shower producing run-off in 
this class was one of 17 · cents, and was received in continuation of the 
preyious P,ay:s rainfall on an already saturated soil surface. · 

E) Moisture status of the soil previoua to the occurrence of Tainfall run-off 
Consideration of the data !iiven in Appendix I-a, in addition to those 

summarized in Table· X, reveals that, in general, the number of days of 
run-off was higher in the latter part of the monsoon season. But more 
pa~ioularly, tl~e quantity of water lost by run-off was distinctly greater 
dunng the penod from September to November than during the period of 
?une to August. It has been ~hown in the preceding paragraph that thia 
lB due partly to . t~e .. greater .intensity of the showers in, the latter part 
of the monsoon. But another very inlportant factor which contributes to 
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run-off is the moisture status of the soil previous to the rainfall causing such 
run-off. At the commencement of the monsoon in June, the surface 12 in. 
layer of soil of the arable lands in the tract is very dry. Moisture in such soils 
gradually increases from Jtme to August and usuaJly reaches saturation point 
in August or September. This may be seen from the data of soil-moisture 
content for the two seasons of 1934 and 1935 given in Table XII. 

TABLE XII 
Change of soil moisture from month to month (per cent) 

1934 1935 

Surface Sub· Surf'aco Sub· 
Dates layer surface layer Dates layor IJUrface Jayu 

~ln. 6 ln.-12-ln. 0-6 ln. 6 tn.-121n. 

' 
5 March. . . 12·45 2l•Gl 4 Ma1 . f•76 20•14 

9 April . 29•92 23·04 4 J'une . 6·60 19·33 

4JuJy . 23·85 25·47 6 AuKUSt . 19•89 t0·2(t· 

4 Augun. . . . 41•49 89'49 6 September • . 88"" so-n 
13 September • 86•80 4:1·4' 

. 
When the land lS fa~rly level and the s01l1S dry and porous, the rain water 

first moistens the dry soil and then percolates vertically downwards. When 
the surface-soil layer has become saturated, the rain water begins to run over 
the surface along the direction of the slope. The deeper types of soil in the 
Sholapur district have a high field capacity or a high saturation point, holding 
nearly 40-44 per cent moisture by weight. The surface layer of 12 in. can 
easily hold 6-7 in. of rain water and run-off would generally begin ouly after 
this saturated condition has been reached at least in the surface layer. Hence 
the number of run-offs in June, July and August is usually very linrited. But 
this normal behaviour is often upset by other factors, viz. the intensity of the 
showers, the slope of the land and the impervious nature of the soil. When 
showers of great intensi.ty, such as those which yield 1-2 in. of rain in an hour, 
are received, run-off of rain water may take place even before the saturation 
of the surface layer. Sinillarly, when the slope of the land is relatively greater, 
the rain water may begin to move along the slope before the saturation of the 
surface layer is complete. The effect of intensive showers, especially on 
impervious soils, is to saturate and compact a thin layer of 1-2 in. on the 
surface and thus to obstruct vertical penetration of rain water, causing lateral 
movement of water along the sloping surface. The data of soil-moisture 
contents for 1934 and 1935, given in Table XII, show how the soil
moisture normally increases during the monsoon and saturates the soil either in 
August or in September, after which period by far the greatest quantities of 
rain water are lost as a result of surface run-off. 

(F) Percentage of the annual rainfall lost by run-ofl 
The quantities of rain water lost by run-off from ye!l.I' to yea.r for any 

of the eight treatments indicated in Table VIII show tre nendous variations 
from year to year. This variation has been shown to bo de~o to the variation 
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in the annual · rainfall, difference in monthly distribution of rainfall and varia
tion in the intensity of showers. The same data are calculated as per cent of 
the total annual rainfall and are given in Table Xlli. 

TABLE XITI 
Rainfall lost by run-off as pe:r cent of the annual total for 1934-39 

Year Batnran Plot Plot Plot I Plot Plot I Plot Plot 

I 
riot 

In 1 2 3 4 6 • 7 8 
Inc bee ----

1934·36 • 21•16 O·DD 8•47 6•86 6•15 0·00 3·21 6·70 5·70 

1935-SO 29•62 13·86 19·86 19·32 18·84 12·00 15·64 17·66 17·00 

1936·87 16•92 0·43 8·86 13·04 ll•SU 1·19 9·92 12·12 13•70 

1037-SR . 28·11 2•48 24•36 82·61 28·66 16·64 26·77 27·3< 20·64 

1938-89 87-14 1•72 28·49 26•86 18·63 6·41 11·86 17·24 16•92 -·-- ls.S4i 7·221 18·48 16·08J 18·71 A v~rago or tlve yean • 26•96 . 8·44 16·50 16·61 

The exammation of these figures mdicates frurly consiStent behavtour of 
most of the plots under different treatments in the majority of seasons. The 
average results of five years show that the percentage losses of rain water in 
two treatments, viz. that of untouched vegetative cover · (plot 1) and of 
' scooping' (plot 5), are distinctly lower, viz. 3 · 44 and 7 · 22 per cent of the 
average total annual rainfall although there is considerable seasonal varia
tion. In the remaining six treatments, the average percentage losses vary 
from 13·48 to 18·34. The lower figure was obtained with the treatment of 
bajri and lur cropping (plot 6) and the largest for the treatment oflllere shallow 
cultivation without any crop (plot 3). Miller and K.rusekopf [1932] in their 
experiments found the run-off to vary from 12 to 30·7 per cent of the total 
rainfall. The percentage losses found at Sholapur appear therefore to be 
comparatively smaller than those recorded in the U.S. A. 
(G) Loss of rain U"a!er by run-off as per cent of the rainfall caus-ing run-off 

It has already been shown that all rainfalls are not capable of producing 
run-off. Most of the run-offs are produced by rams of more than t in. 
in intensity. As the intportant crop in this tract (jowar) is grown in the rabi 
season on moisture resulting from the rainfalls during the early monsoon and 
conserved in the soil, only such of the rainfalls a8 can penetrate down into tho 
lower layers of the soil can be considered as useful from the point of view of 
Tatli cultivation. It has been observed that rainfalls of more than one inch 
received in 24 hours are of this type and nearly 80 per cent of such rainfalls 
usually produce run-off. Therefore, if the amounts of the rain water lost by 
run-off are ~alcu~a~ as percentages o~ the rainfalls causing run-off, the 
figures ol_>tained mdicate that a very high proportion of the agriculturally 
useful rainfa.lls are lost by run-off. Calculations on these lines along with 
their deviations, are given in Table XIV. ' 

Examination of the figures in Table XIV indicates more oonsistent 
behaviour as regards run-off of most of the plots in the majority of years. 
It can b~ s~n that only two plots, viz. 1 and 5 which had the lower run-offs, 
show wide fluctuations. With the remaining piots under different' treatments, 
the annual figure of run-off in four years out of five shows a close agreement 
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with the average figure computed for the total period of five years. In the 
first year of the experiment only, the results were much lower than the average 
figure on account of very favourable distribution of rainfall during that year. 
The average proportion of the water lost to the total rainfall causing run-off 
?Uder most of the treatments is very high varying from 26 to 38 per cent 
m the six cultural treatments used in the experiments. This proportion in 
some years and under some treatments exceeded 44 per cent: This high loss 
of useful rainfall assists in explaining the occurrence of crop failures even in 
years with a total average rainfall. 

TABLE XIV 
Rainfall lost by run-off as per cent of the total rainfall causing run-off 

Year 
Total 
rnfn- Plot Plot. Plot Plot Plot Plot Plot Plot 
foil 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 

ca.uslnst 
run-off 

1034-35 . 8•11 2·50 16·96 15-31 13·45 0·26 8·39 1'1·53 14·04 

1935-~0 14-77 27·21 30·26. 38-59 37-58 25·03 31-37 33·08 35·n5 

1936-37 5•03 1·18 17·87 37·44 31·87 13·20 26·65 32·55 36·03 

1037-38 19·38 3·35 32·82 43·13 38·64 22·20 36·07 37•10 39-93 

1038-39 . 22•30 2·88 44·82 42·83 31•17 0·05 10·86 28·87 28·37 ------· Average 14·09 7·03 34·65 38·34 32·51 14•71 25·03 31·09 32·27 

±3·15 ±4·96 ±5·97 ,1,5·36 :1:4·62 ±5·28. ±4·88 ±1•79 :1::4·53 

Xffi. J,oss OF SOLUJILE SALTS FROM SOILS IN RUF-OFF WATER 

The quantities ofthe fertility elements removed in solution by run-off 
waters were determined in some years. The total- salts and linte thus lost 
in run-off waters were determined in all years after every run-off. Those 
data are given in Appendices I-c and I -d. Considering the data for plot 
4, i.e. treatment 4, viz. cultivation of rabi jowar after intensive preparatory 
cultivation, the total soluble salts lost in a year show a variation of from 
26· 06 lb. to 234 lb. per acre during tho five years. Soluble lime forms quite 
a substantial proportion of the total salt. This can be seen from data 
in Appendix I-d. The quantity of lime removed has varied, indifferent 
years, from 9 · 22 lb. to 91·18 lb. per aero, showing that it forms nearly 
35-39 per cent of the total soluble salts. 

The nitrogen co~tent of all the run-off wate!'S, both as nitric nitrogen and 
as ammoniacal nitrogen, was also determined in throe seasons. The 
total quantity of nitrogen thus removed in solution was found to be very 
small in each of these years. The average quantity lost every year during 
this period varied in different plots from 0 · 13 lb. to 0 ·53 lb. per acre. The 
nitric and the ammoniacal forms of nitrogen were found in nearly equal 
proportions. The nitrogen received in the rain water every year was separately 
determined and deducted from the nitrogen obtained from the run-off waters. 

Phosphoric acid removed in solution in the run-off waters was determined 
during 1936. The total quantity lost during the whole year was found to be 
very low, being only about ilb. per acre from plot 4, i.e. rabi jowar cultiva
tion (treatment 4). 
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If the quantities of nitrogen and phosphoric acid lost in so!ution in run• 
off water are compared with similar figures for other c~~tnes, the Shol~
pur figures are found to be very low indeed. The quant1t1es of phosphoric 
acid lost in similar experiments at the Missouri Experiment Station are much 
hi{!her, viz. 47 lb. per acre in the uncultivated plot as comp~red f1 less than 
! 1b. at Sholapur. Even the nitric nitrogen lost at M1ssoUri exceeded 
6 lb. per acre in tho uncultivated plot. These low values at Sholapur are 
mainly due to the low initial fertility of the Sholapur soils, with regard to both 
nitrogen and phosphoric acid. 

XIV. RESULTS OF SOIL EROSION EXPERIMENTS AT 8HOLAPUR 

The loss of rain water by surface run-off is no doubt a considerable factor 
contributing towards crop failures in the Deccan tracts of precarious rainfall, 
but such Joss of water is only temporary, being restricted in its effects to the 
season only. The con-comitant loss of soil that takes place with every run
off of rain water causes a serious permanent and accumulative damage to 
the land. The soil lost is lost for ever. The same factors which intluence 
the rim-off of rain water also influence soil erosion. Thus the cultivation 
given to the land, the total annual rainfall, the intensity of successive showers, 
the moisture-status of the soil, all have a direct influence on soil erosion as 
on rainfall run-off. It is not therefore necessary to consider these factors 
again in detail. The experiments to determine the losses of rain water by 
run-off, described hitherto, wore simnltaneously utilized to determine the 
quantities of silt lost under different methods of cnltivation ·or treatment. 
The _exact quantities of silt lost during the five years from the plots under 
varymg treatments are given in Table XV. 

(A) Effect of varying plot treatmema on Boil erollion 
When the quantities of soil carried by rim-off water from the eight plots 

under different treatments are considered as shown in the data in Table XVI, 
it 01in be seen that each plot shows a simllar trend from year to year. Thus, 
plot 1, where the natural vegetation of grasses and weeds were preserved, 
sh?wed the sm?-llest degree of soil erosion in each year. Plot 5, which re
~elved the specml cnltural treatment of ' scooping ', stood next lowest though 
1t lost comparatively higher quantities of silt when compared with plot I. 
Plot 2, which was uncultivated but from which the weeds were removed 
by cutting close to the surface, stnod third lowest in the total quantity of silt 
lost durin~ ~he experimental period of five years. Plot 6, which had S: mixe~ 
crop_ of baJn and tur .every year, ranked fourth in its effect on checking soil 
eros~on. Plot 3,. which received only shallow cultivation every year and 
earned no crop, 1S next in order, Plot 8 had double the length and hence 
double the .area as compared to the rest of the plots. But, when calculated 
on the bas1a of area, the quantity of silt removed was lower than that of 
plot 7_ with '!hich it is otherwise comparable. Plot 7, with thorough and 
mtens1ve. cultivation but with no crop, lost nearly 35 per cent more silt tha~ 
plo~ 3 Wlth shall?w cltivation. Plot 4, with thorough and intensive cultl
vatlOD: and c~ a crop of jowar during the rabi season, lost the highest 
q~an~1ty of silt d~g the period of five years, probably on account of the 
com01dence of the mterculturing operations given to the plot and the 
occurrence of sorr.e of the heavy rainfall showers, The surface 2-inoh layer of 



Year 

TABLE XV 

Quantity of silt in pounds carried by rnn-off water from each plot 

Total 
rainfall 
during 

the 
year 

(lnchce) 

Ralnf'all 
e&\Uln. 
ninoQff 

Cinches) 

Plot 1 

Retention 
of 

notural 
vegeta· 

tlon 

Plot 2 Plot 3 Plot 4 

Thorough 
and Intensive 

Natural ShaDow cultivation by 
vegetation cultJvatlon ploughing 
removed by and harrowlD.g 

by barrow· and 
cutting J.ng snowing 

t'abi crop 
ofjowaf' 

Plot 5 Plot 6 

Thorough 
ou1tlvatlon by 

' 8eoopln'l" PIOURhlng 

o!~iir 1:~1~;: 
and tur 

-----------+--~~---1----~---:----4----~~----
I 11\!xture 

1934-85 • 

)935-86 • 

1986-87 • 

1937·88 • 

1988-39 • 

Total 

21•15 

29·52 

15·92 

26•11 

87-14 

129·81 

8•11 

14•77 

5•98 

19·38 

22•30 

0•73 

16·2t 

• 2·02 

6•U 

•·62 

30·05 

25·61 

698·88 

30·58 

2,450•52 

572·88 

14•28 

1,679•18 

81·87 

8,185·28 

503•02 

8,786•95 5,463•61 

27·83 

8,235•48 

120•76 

2,727•24 

938·82 

0·20 

1,099•09 

9•86 

1,411·76 

879·00 

28·66 

1,232•28 

230•88 

3,311·56 

3114•02 

!,900·81 1 &,196·90 

Plot 7 

Thorough 
and intensive 
cuJtlvatlon by 

ploughln~t 
and harrowing 

87-02 

2,65t·96 

'98·85 

3,291•28 

845•77 

Plot 8 

Thorough 
and Intensive 

cultivation 
asln 
Plot 7 
with 

double 
length 

2•29 

2,591•12 

63·45 

6,895·09 

1,662•57 

1!,114•52 
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the soil became loose and dry as a result of these interculturing operations 
and a large quantity of soil from this layer was removed with the run-off 
water after the heavy showers of October, November, or December. 

In Table XVI, the soil erosion data for five years are given as tons of 
silt lost per acre. The seriousness of this problem of soil erosion is brought 
out very markedly by these figures. Natural vegetation appears to be the 
most effective means of checking soil erosion. The special treatment of 
' scooping ', though effective in reducing erosion, still resulted in a loss of 
nearly 100 times the quantity of silt lost from plot 1 with natural vegetation 
cover. Shallow or deep cultivation proved even more harmful and resulted 
in 1•he loss of still more silt as can be seen by comparing the data of plots 
2, 3 and 7. Shallow cultivation resulted in an increased loss of silt by about 
40 per cent, and deeper cultivation by about 90 per cent as compared with the 
loss of silt from plot 2 with no cultivation. Increase in the length of the plot 
did uot increase the extent of erosion, as may be seen by comparing the results 
of plots 8 and 7. In fact, there seems to be a tendency to deposition of sus
pended silt when the distance over which the run-off water has to travel 
increaS~ij. The results obtained by Duley and Ackerman [1934] on this 
point were not conclusive. But, in general, they found that light showers 
caused more erosion on shorter plots, while heavy showers caused more erosion 
on longer plots. Fig. 6 illustrates the comparative quantities of silt lost 
during the five years under different treatments. 

0 •• 

..., ''"· • • • • • •?T • + ~ .. .,,.y.,......,_......,,.. 
l93f.-~S' 193$-~& 19~6-G'J' 19'b'l·l;)8 U3Q•'l9 

FIG. 6. Relative quantities of soil lost by erosion from plots under different treatments 
[Plo~ 1, weeds preserved ; jlot 2, weeds removed ; plot 3, ho.rrowedonly ; lot 4, rabi bop of JOIDar ; plot 6, acoope ; plot 6, kharij cror, of bajri and tur ; plot 7 ~oughed and 

arro~ed ; plot 8, ploughed and harrowed with doub e length] ' 
(1 inch height or col. ~ 40 tons.) 



TABLE XVI 

Silt carried in run-off water calculated aa toM per acre from plots under different treatments during five years of 
experiments 

Totnl -=J rainfall Rainfall 
Plot 5 Plot 6 Plot 7 Year during CD. USing Plot 1 Plot 2 Plot 4 Plot 8 

the 6""' run·off 
(Inc es) 

1934-95 21ol5 8·11 0·026 0·916 0•510 0·993 0•007 1•023 1·322 0•576 

1935·30 . . . 29•52 14•73 0·580 24·960 59·970 115·660 89·250 44•010 94•820 46•270 

1936·87 . . 15•92 5·93 0·072 1·092 2·924 4•810 0·852 8·220 17•680 1·18 

1937·88 . . • 26·11 19·88 0·230 87•840 113•760 183•480 50•420 118·270 117•540 127•680 

1938·89 . . 87·14 22·80 0•165 20•442 17•960 88•830 18•570 14•070 80·210 27·900 

Total duriDIZ Ove y~ 129·84 70•45 1•078 185•250 195·124 287•778 108•599 185•548 261•522 208•556 

A veraa:e or flve l'eM'I . 25•97 14·09 0•215 27·05 89·02 57•55 20•71 

~ 
52•80 40·71 

Number or yoan roqulred to erode Slnohes of cult!- ,,146·0 82·92 22•84 15•48 48·01 17·04 21•90 
vatcd lay or of surface IOU 

1 

... 
...:::s 
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On the basis of the data of five years' experimental period, the average 
loss of silt per year from the plot cultivated with rabi jowar, i.e. plot 4 
was 57. 55 tons per acre. This indicates that nearly ! in. of the surface 
layer of soil is liable to be lost by erosion eac~ ~ear. If the weight .of the 
first acre·foot surface soil is taken as three million pounds, the cultivated 
surface layer of 8 in. could be lost in about 15i years if no attempt be 
made to check erosion by proper levelling, terracing, or bunding of the fields. 
This rate of erosion seems to be much greater than that found elsewhere, as 
in the U. S. A. It was found by Duley and Miller [1923] in their experi
ments in the U. S. A. that it would take 28 years to erode the cultivated surface 
layer of 7 in. The slope of their experimental plot was much greater, viz. 
3·75 per oent, than the moderate slope of 1·18 per cent of the Sholapur 
experiniental plots. The average rainfall at the American experimental 
station was also higher, viz. 35 · 87 in. instead of 25 · 96 in. at the Sholapur 
Experimental Station. 

Accordingly tropical conditions soom to be more favourable for heavy 
erosion. The rate of erosion under Deccan conditions is extremely high, as 
may be seen by examination of the figures in the bottom line of Table 
XVI. The surface 8-in. layer is taken as the cultivated layer of the soil and is 
known to weigh about 2 million pounds per acre. From the average quantity 
of soil lost per year under each plot treatment, the number of years required 
to erode completely the cultivable layer of the surface soil has been calculated. 
As already pointed out, plot 4, which represents the normal cultivation of rabi 
jowar followed l;>y a few good cultivators in this tract, shows that the surface 
layer is liable to be lost in an extraordinarily short period. Other methods 
of cultivation tried in these experiments also indicate similar high rates of 
erosion, requiring only 17-43 years.for the removal of the outivated layer of 
the surface soil. The only effective treatment for checking soil erosion was 
the preservation of the natural vegetation on the surface soil as represented 
by the treatment in plot 1. 

(B) Relatiomhip between Iota! annual rainfall and soil erosion 
The total annual rainfall during the five years during which the experi

mental work has been in progress has varied from 15. 92 to 37 · 14 inches, 
while the total rainfall causing run-off and producing soil erosion has varied 
from 8·39 to ~2·30 in. in the five years. It has boon already shown that 
the ~tal ~n-off lB not always proportionate to the total rainfall of the year. 
The mtenBlty of the showers and the moisture-status of the soil have more 
influence on the extent of run-off than the total rainfall. The same finding 
holds goo~ in the case of soil erosion. The year 1936-37, which recorded the 
lowe.st ramfall (Tables XV and XVI), was not the. year of the lowest soil 
erosiOn. In the same way the year ~ 938-39 with the highest total rainfall 
was llvt tl..e year o~ the highes~ s?il .?rosion. The year 1937-38 with only an 
average .allll-ual ~ainfall had the bighe8t number of·rainfalls causing run-off 
a?d eroSlon: This year, therefore, proved most damaging in that it gave the 
highest eroBlpn. · · 

(0) Effect of the intensity of showers on soil erosion 
Out of th~ total amount ?f soil lost during each year by erosion, the 

rester proportion was lost durmg one to three intensive rainfa.lls only. The 
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term ' intensive ' implies either a high total rainfall or rainfall that is received 
a.s stormy showers, within a short period of time, e.g. 1-2 hours. Thus, in 
the _first year. only one rainfall on 7 September amounting to 2·67 in., 
received overrught, resulted in the loss of 89 per cent of the total silt removed 
during the year from plot 4 (Appendix 1-b). In the second year, out of 
nine rainfalls causing erosion, two only accounted for 90 per cent of the 
total soil lost by erosion in that year. In the third year, two rainfalls 
out of five were responsible for the greater part of soil loss. In the fourth 
year, out of 20 rainfalls, three intensive falls only resulted in the loss 
of nearly 80-90 per cent of the total silt lost during the whole year. In 
the fifth year again, only two rainfalls out of 15 falls resulting in erosion 
caused the greater proportion of soil loss. · 

Thus, out of the large number of rainfalls (55) causing erosion (Table XI) 
during the five years, only 10 rainfalls could be termed intensive and these 
resulted in the loss of 80-90 per cent of the total soil lost from the seven 
plots under different treatments, during the experimental period of five years, 
as shown in Table XVII. In this respect, the data regarding run-off of rain 
water alone are somewhat different. In the oa.se of run-offs, a greater number 
of total rainfalls is required to make up 80-!lO per cent of the total loss of 
rain water. This indicates that the intensity of a shower has a greater 
influence on erosion than on run-off. 

TABLE XVII 
High proportion of siU lost in five years by ten intensive rainfaUs 

Plot I TotAl fl"un<U I Per"""'F Total pounds or of eo lost of toto. 
Treatment aoll lost during 'during the IOU loet 

No. the 6 yean 10 lntenAive ~""' ralnf.U. r au. 

1 Retention .or vegetation 30·06 16·08 63·62 

2 nemoval or vegetation . 3787·01 3437·61 tn·07 

3 Shallow cultivation . . 6463·61 6056·45 92•55 

4 Cultivation of raW Jowar . . 8064·83 7367·47 tU•·&? 

6 • Scooping. . . 2900·72 2601 ·116 89·71 

• Cultivation of thari/ bajri and tur 5196•90 4206·98 80·93 

? Thorough and lnteoalve cultivation 7422·83 6547·24. 88·22 

8 Thorough cultivation and double length 11144·52 I 10234·37 91·83 

(D) M oisture-statua of the soil previous to soil erosion, and ita effect on sent erosion 

As the type of soil erosion considered here is dependent upon the run-off 
of rain- water, all the factors that affect rainfall run-off also affect soil erosion. · 
The moisture-status of the soil; previous to rainfa.lls cansing run-off of rain
water has been shown to influence the· quantity of rain water lost by suob 
run-off. A similar influence of this factor on soil erosion can be lltlan irom i.he 
detailed' data of soil lost by erosion given ~ Appendix 1-b. Com~arativ?lY 
greater losses of soil take place from erosiOn after the surface s01l attams 
moisture-saturation which does not usually happen befol'e A~st or Septem
ber. 
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(E) Relative proportion of water and Bilt loBt by run-off and eroBion 

It will be interesting to examine whether any relationship exists between 
the quantity of water lost by a. run-off and the amount of silt carried away by 
such run-off water. The comparative quantities of water and silt lost in 
pounds from each plot during the five years of experiments are given in Table 
XVlli. In the last line of this table, the ratio of the total water lost to the 
total soil removed is shown for the whole period of five years. It may be said 
in general, that the greater the amount of water lost, the greater is the amount 
of silt removed. But the ratio of !oases of water to losses of soil differs widely, 
e.g. from 7•96 to 520·8, according to the varied treatments given to the 
plots. The plot with vegetation cover gives the widest ratio of 520 · 8 and 
·differs entirely in this respect from the other treatments. The remaining 
·seven treatments show a ratio ranging from 7·96 to 18·07. This would in· 
dicate that the capacity of run-off water to remove soil under the experimental 
conditions at Sholapur is very high when compared with the results olitained 
in similar experiments conducted in the U. S. A. The ourve showing there· 
lation of water lost to soil eroded shows a general relationship between run· 
off and erosion under different treatments (Fig. 7). Under tropical and arid 
co~ditions, the rate of soil erosion appears to be very high. It may be 
pomted out that the soil type in the present experiment cannot be considered 
as erodible a.ocording to Middleton as it belongs to the heavy clay type but the 
results obtained in the experiments at Sholapur agree with the views of_ 
Bennett who considers sticky soils with high swelling and shrinkage capacity 
a.s very erodible. · 
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Fla. 7. Relative proportion of water and silt loet by run-off and eroeion under 
· different treatmenta 

ab. (Plot I! weeds preserved : plot 2, weeds removed : plot 3, harrowed only; plot 4, 
• nd hcrop of J""'a

1
r: plot

1 
°• shedcooped : plot 6, khanf crop of bajn and tur · plot 7 ploughed 

. .a arrowe ; P ot 8,-p oug and harrowed with double length] ' ' . 



TABLE XVIII 

Oomparative qtmn!i!i€8 of water lost by run-off and silt carried in pounds per acre . 
!'lot 1 Plot 2 Plot 8 !'lot 4 !'lot 5 !'lot 6 !'lot 7 !'lot 8 

Year 
Water I· ~~~ Water Sllt snt Water Silt Water . Silt Water Silt Water Sllt Water Sllt 

- ----
8,BS6j 

- I--

1034-86 . . 688 0•7 26 8,472 14 56 28 1,904 0•2 1,904 29 3,976 37 ~,776 32 

103&-86 . . . . . 11,266 16•3 16,240 609 15,960 1,679 15,540 3,235 10,724 1,099 12,936 1,232 14,056 2,655 29,736 2,591 

1030·87 . 196 2·0 2,968 81 6,216 82 5,292 121 632 9•9 4,424 230 5,402 404 12,264 63 

1037-38 . . 1,820 6·· 17,808 960 23,408 3,185 20,916 8,737 12,096 1,412 19,572. 3,812 19,902 3,291 43,344 6,895 

1938·39 . . . 1,792 4·6 27,552 5i2 26,628 60S 19,378 933 5,628 380 1,234 846 17.948 846 85,280 1,563 

------·-------1-
30,884 12,901 

-------------
TOt.nl ror ftve yean, (From 1 J'une 16,652 30•0 68,404 4,288 75,684 5,463 6l,i77 8,054 40,070 5,649 61,874 7,322 1,27,400 11,144 

1934 to 31 May 1039) 

------ ---------.----------
Pounds or water required to carry 620·8 

1 lb. or aUt ln tho run-oO" 
18•06 13·86 7·96 10·01 9·86 8•27 11•44 

wntor 
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Although the ratios of soil ~amoved tO rainfall run-0~ ~or the .w~ole 
period of five years under seven different treatments show a limited vanatwn, 
the actual dsy-to-day ratios have been found to show extraordinary variation. 
A litre of :water oould carry silt in suspension varying from less tha.n 1 gm. 
to more than 400 gm. on different days,- depending upon various factors, such 
as the total quantity of rainfall, intensity of showers, and the moisture
status of the soil previous to run-off. 

(F) Effects of soil erosion 
(a) I nereaae in the slope of !and 

Before the commencement of the experiments at Sholapur in 1934, 
accurate levels of the experimental plots were determined by a dumpy level 
along three lines in each plot at every 5 ft. distance. From the difference 
between the average levels at the top ·and at the bottom, the percentage slope 
of each plot was determined. The average slope for all the plots was 1·18 
.per cent or a fall of 1 in 85, in 1934. At the end of the period of five years, 
levels were again determined by the same method in all plots. The average 
slope for all plots was found to have increased to 1• 68 per cent or a fall of 1 
in 60, in 1939. 

Thus, the accumulated loss of soil from the plots due to erosion during a 
period of five years had resulted in increasing appreciably the original slope 
of the plots. Such an increase in gradient ia likely to accelerate the rate of 
run-off and also of erosion. Thia change in level ia illustrated in the verti-
cal section of plot 4, along the length, in Fig. 8. · 
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Fxo. s. Change in gradient of plot 4 by soil erosion 

(b) Loss of fertility elements 

.. 103.?1 

The soil lost. by e~osion after each rain-fall resulting in run-off of rain 
w_ater from the etght different plots was collected for a period of three years, 
VIZ. 1934-35, 1935-36 BD:d 1937-38. ~ composite sample was prepared each 
year f?r each plot by taking a proportionate quantity from each bulk of eroded 
matena.l and these samples were analysed for total nitrogen. 



TAJILE XIX 
Percentage of nitrogen in silt obtained in run-off waters and pounds of nitrogen lost per acre from different 

1934-35 

Plot No. 
Percentage ot PoundJ of 

N N lost 
In slit per acre 

1. Retention of Vegetation • - 0"138 0·07 

2. Removal of vegetation . 0·059 1·21 

8. Shallow cultivation . . 0•069 0•79 

4. Cultivation off'tJbiiotDat. 0·052 1•16 

6. ' Scooping • ' . 0·068 0•01 

e. CnJtlvatlon or • Haril erop or 0•043 1·05 
lxJjr( and tur 

7. Thorough cultivation . . 0•05P 1•5i 

8. Thorough ouitlvatt.on wtth double 0•087 1•15 
length . 

treatments "' 

1935-36. 1937-38 

Percentage of Pound! or Percentage of Pounds of 
N N lost N N lost 

In slit per acre lnsUt per acre 

0·109 1·41 --- ---
0·047 26·27 0•051 107·51 

0·050 67•26 0·056 142•70 

0·049 126·95 0•055 184·47 

0•042 36·92 0·052 58·73 

0·050 49·28 0·062 175·98 

0•046 97•70 0·059 155·34 

0•056 58·04 0·070 200•20 

Average for 3 years 

Percentage of Pounds of 
N N lost 

In slit per acre 

0·082 0•74 

0·052 «·99 

0•058 70·21 

0•052 104·19 

0·05i 32•88 

0•053 75·« 

0•052 84·86 

0•071 86•46 
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Plot No. 

1. Retention ofvegetatloo. . 
2. BeDloval ofvcgetatlon 

s. Shallow cultivation 

4. Cultivation ofrati' Jourar . 
6. • Scooping' . 
e. CUltivation of k'/uJrij bairl and tur 

7. Thorough cultivation 

TABLE XX 
Chemical analysis of silt lost from surface run-off plots during 1935-36 

(Expressed on per cent dry matter) 

Lou I AJ,o, 
on Sand Fr-,o, and CaO MgO K,O P10 1 Ignition TIO, 

. 10·51 66·18 10·10 12•95 1•80 1•28 0·69 0·06 

7•36 66•47 10·73 11•10 4·69 1·38 0·47 0·05 

. 7•23 66•76 10·88 12•60 3·43 1·68 0•48 0·06 

. . 7•30 64•69 10·66 13•42 3·28 1·64 0·40 0·06 

7·71 66·46 11•21 12·07 3•69 1·64 0·63 0·05 

. 6•83 66·66 11·90 12·57 2•72 1•33 0·61 0·06 

. 7•73 56•46 11·63 12·12 2·80 1·24 0•57 0·06 

8. Thorough coltlvatlon wlth double length . 8•02 69·63 11•69 12·56 1·61 1•32 0•60 . 0•06 

Stone per 
Nitrogen cent on 

original 

0·109 6·65 

0•047 23·42 

0·050 12·53 

0·040 15·09 

0·042 7·00 

0•060 7·38 

0·046 11•16 

0·056 3•43 
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The percentage of nitrogen present in the eroded soils obtained each 
year was distinctly hio-her than that found in the original soil which wa.s only 
O· 039 per cent. The" presence of vegetation on plot 1 naturally increased 
the nitrogen content of the soil from that plot. Table XIX shows the per
conta.o-e nitroo-en in soil and estimated quantities of nitrogen lost per acre 
under" differe~ experimental treatments during the three years. It may be 
seen that the quantity of nitrogen lost has varied according to the quantity 
of silt carried off by the run-off water from the plots under different treat
ments. 

The average annual loss of nitrogen par acre during the three years was 
found to be very high from all cultivated plots, whether with or without crops, 
although that loss varied considerably from year to year. Only in the case 
of the plot with natural vegetation-cover, was the loss very low due to low 
loss of soil. The average loss of nitrogen per year is equivalent to nitrogen 
removed by 8 or 10 crops ofjowar or bajri when cultivated on this type of soil 
in this tract. These losses are higher than the results of similar estimation 
made by the American workers [Miller and Krusekopf, 1932]. 

Complete chemical analysis of the eroded soils from different plots was 
made in the year 1935-36, by the method of hydrochloric acid digestion. The 
results of these analyses indicated that soils removed were richer in important 
fertility constituents than the original soil (Table XX). 

,,/XV 8UMMABY OF THE EXPERIMENTS AT 8ROLAl'UR 

RAINFALL RUN-OFF 

I. Experiments conducted at Shola.pur for a period of five years from 
1934-35 to 1938-39, to determine the loss of rain water by surface run-off, are 
described. 

2. The soil type upon which these experiments were conducted belongs 
to the Chernozem group derived from the Deccan trap. It has a high clay 
content and is rich in potash and lime but comparatively poor in nitrogen and 
phosphoric acid. 

3. Eight unit plots were laid down under the following treatments* rea
pectively :-

(1} Preservation of natural vegetation-no crop. 
(2) Natural vegetation above soil surface level removed by cutting

no crop. 
(3} Shallow cultivation by harrowing-no crop. 
(4) Thoro•1gh and intensive cultivation with subsequent cultivation of 

rabi juwar crop. 
(5) Special onltura.l treatment with a. 'scooper '-no crop. 
(6) Thorough and intensive cultivation followed by a mixed crop of 

bajri and tur. 
(7) Thorough and intensive cultivation only-no crop. · 
(8) Thorough and intensive cultivation on a plot length double that of 
_ plots 1 to 7-no crop. I 

•It will . be no~ed . th~t cr.op cultivation. was carried out on plots 4 and / 6 
only. Intens•ve c.ult1vatu~n unplies deep plou~hing in the hot weather season fo!Jo7e:l 
by several harrowmgs durmg the monsoon penod and several intoroulturings during the 
normel period of crop growth. Ploughing was done aoroos the slope of the plots. 
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4. The shape of the plots was a rectangle having the dimensions 66 ft. 
lengtbx8·25 ft. width in the first seven plots and 132ft. lengthx8·25 ft. 
width in the eighth, with an average one way slope of 1·18 per cent along the 
length 1>f the plots. · · 

5. The ·average annual rainfall during the experimental period of five 
years corresponded closely with the average annual precipitation in the tract 
during the past 25 years. The monthly distribution of rainfall, however, 
showed some deviation from the average. The average number of rainy days" 
per year during the experimental period of five yea,rs and the past 25-years 
period was also similar. · 

6. The annual number of rainfalls causing run-off of rain water during 
the five-year period varied from 5 to 20, the annual average for the whole period 
being 11. · 

7. These run-offs of rain water were mostly restricted to the period from 
June to October. The month of September recorded the highest number. 
The average annual loss of water by run-off varied from 1·12 in. to 5 · 40 in. 
under the different treatments under experiment. 

8. All the rainfalls received during the experimental period of five years 
have l;leen grouped into four classes according to their intensities, i.e. accord
ing to the quantity of rainfall received during a day, i.e. 24 hours. It is 
found that all rainfalls exceeding 2 in. during a day resulted in run-off of 
rain water. There were nine such rainfalls during the experimental period 
of five years. The total number of rainfalls in class 2, i.e. rainfalls varying 
from 1m. to 2 in. during a day, was 25 and, of these, 20 rainfalls or 80 per cent 
of the total caused =-off of rain water. There were 40 rainfalls varying 
from ! in. to 1 in. received in a day in class 3. Of these, 14 rainfalls 
or 35 per cent caused rainfall run-off. The last class consisted of 144 rainfalls 
of less than ! in. recorded during a day. Of these, only 12 rainfalls or 8 per 
cent of the total of this class resulted in run-off of rain water. 

9. The previon11 moisture-status of the soil influenced the occurrence 
and extent of run-off very greatly. 
· 10. The number of rainfall run-offs. appeared to depend more on the 
number o~ heavy showers received during the year rather than on the total 
annual rainfall. Rainfalls exceeding 1 in. received during a day, i.e. 24 
hours, are reckoned as heavy showers. · 

11. The treatments which appear to have the greatest effect in checking 
or reducing the rnn-off of ra.iri water are :-

(1) the preservation of the natural vegetation, 
(2) the special treatment of • scooping ', 
(3) the P~?ssnce of a mixed crop of bajri and tur after intell!live culti-

vaolOn; -

. 12. Thorough and intensive cultivation alone showed a more restricting 
influence on the number of rainfa.ll run-offs and on the quantity of water lost 
by such run-offs; when compared with shallow cultivation or no cultivation. 

. ~A! rainy' ~ay indicates .. day o£ 24 hOuri! upon w.hich. 10 cen. ts or D;l.Or. e or. 
rainla.ll were rece1ved. · · 
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13. The doubling of the length of the plot, or the growing of arabi crop 
of jowar, showed no noticeable difference in influencing the number of rain
fall run-offs or the quantity of water lost by such run-offs. 

14. Appreciable quantities of soluble salts are removed from soils in 
rainfall run-off, lime forming a considerable proportion of such loBBes. The 
loss of nitrogen and phosphoric acid in solution was however found to be very 
small. 
SOIL EROSION 

I. The extent of soil erosion was determined annually by measuring 
the quantities of soil carried away by run-off of rain water from the same eight 
unit experimental plots under different treatments (para. 3 above) upori 
which the run-offs of rain water were determined during the five years of the 
experiments. · . . 

II. The same eight different plot treatments as mentioned in para. 3 
above were compared to sea their comparative effect on soil erosion. 

m. The annual average loss of soil by erosion varied from 0· 215 tons per 
acre in plot 1, i.e. the plot with natural vegetation preserved, to 57 • 55 tons 
per acre in plot 4, i.e. the plot with the rabi crop of jowar following intensive 
hot weather cultivation. The special treatment of ' scooping ', i.e. plot 5, 
gave an average loss of 20 · 71 tons per acre, showing some checking effect of 
this treatment on: soil erosion. Plot 2 with vegetation removed and without 
cultivation showed less erosion:, viz. 27 · 05 tons per acre, .than plots with 
shallow and intensive cultivation, i.e. plots 3 and 1 respectively, which show-. 
ed 39·02 and 62·30 tons per acre respectively. The standing crop of bajri 
and tur mixture after intensive hot weather cultivation, i.e. plot 6, had some 
effect in reducing soil erosion, this plot giving ail average loss of 37 ·12 tons 
per acre. Increase of the length of the plot, i.e. plot 8, showed an average 
loss of 40 · 71 torui per acre, and the tendency to the deposition of silt along 
the plot surface reducing the erosion to some extent. 

IV. Except on the plot with natural vegetation preserved, i.e. plot 1, 
the average quantity of run-off water required to remove I lb. of soil showed 
a variation of from 0· 796 to 1· 806 gallons under different treatments. These 
figures indicate an extremely high' rate of erosion under the Deccan conditions. 

V. The average number of occasions upon which soil erosion was found 
to take place was 11 per annum. Of these, only two per year, on an average, 
are responsible for causing 80-90 per cent of the total loBS of silt by erosion 
during the year. The rainfall on these two occasions was very heavy and in
tensive, usually more than 2 in. received in a few hours on an already 
saturated soil surface .. 

VI. As & result of I!Oil erosion during five years; the original slope of the 
plots was found to have appreciably increased. 

VII. The soil removed by rainfall erosion is richer in all plant food ingre-. 
clients than the original soil. The average quantity of nitrogen lost in such 
eroded soil iii a year is' equivalent to that removed by 8-10 jowar or bajri crops. 
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APPENDIX. I 

(a) Rainfall received on rainy days classified according to intensity, during the experimental 
period of jive years 

(1934-35) 
1 0-i 0•10 0•17 0•17 0·11 0·10 0•18 ... 0•10 ... .. . 0•28 0•11 

0•25 0·10 0•30 0•35 0•18 0·20 ... ... ... .. . 0·12 ... 
0·11 0·17 0·31 0·17 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . .. 

0·26 0·12 0·29 

0•10 0·36 0·18 . 
0•25 0·24- 0·30 
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APPENDIX l-eonid. 

:J~·-1· . 1 1J I f I l ti w e i! fia, ~~ ~ 
8 ,Q ~ G G ~ ~ 

1 
toa 1 ca o "' "' :oil 

--.--~ 

1 G-1. . . 0•18 0•16 0·25 0•14 0•87 0·21 0·49 0·112 

0·25 0•85 0•47 0•20 0·41 

0•10 0•18 O•U 

0•10 0•13 

2 i-l. . . 0·84 0•86 0-10 0•58 

0•70 0•89 

0•56 

8 1-2. . - J·7a 1·08 

' Abon2 . •·oa 
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APPENDIX 1---;:ontd. 

I 

~ _[l ~~ ~ ~ ~ lilil Clau \ Bolnlalllo locbca -~ I l. ~ ~ l . ! . ! l ! : 
(1937-38) 

1 0-1. 0•16 0·15 0•80 0·89 0·89 0•11 0•81 

0•27. 0•14 0·88 0•81 0·10 

0•17 0·82 

0·88 0•14 

0•42 0•28 

0•17 0•12 

0•14 0·28 

0•24 

0·21 

0•22 

0·14 

2 1-1 • 0•98 0·68 0•61 0·6'1 0•81 

0·80 0•52 0•62 

8 1-2. 1•30 1•97 1•85 1•10 

1·16 1•41 

' Abova 2 8•18 

2•06 

(1938-39) 
1' o-t. • 0•84 0·25 0·16 0•81 0•28 0·25 

0•10 0•44 0•19 0•28 0·18 

0•81 0•10 0•28 

0·15 0·11 0•10 

0·80 0·80 0•10 

0•18 0·42 0•16 

0·10 0·27 0•24 

0·16 O·J4 0•10 

0·15 0·20 

O·SS 
O•SO 

0·11 i 
0·41 

i 
0·10 ' 

2 l-1. 0·91 0•96 0·85 0•66 0•16 

0·60 0•59 0•79 

0·56 : 
' 1-2. . . 1•90 1·'12 1·60 1·14 ' I 

1•60 1·78 1·'18 I 
I 

1•18 1•18 1·14 
i 

-
' • Above2 2·32' 4•08 

• The Oprea ln it41(u lndlcate the rainfall that cauaed I'Wl-ofr or ratn watet and aoll eroelon. 
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(b) Loss of rain water 'by run-off in inches and loss of soil 'by erosion in poundB per aero on each day of run-off during the 
ea:perimenta! period of five years 

(1934-35~ 

.. .. ·-·--
8o-7·341 

-
Dates . 2-8-34 26·8-84 !1-9-34 7·0·34 8·9·34 

·Plot Treatment 

llalp!aU . . . 2·17 1•52 0•36 1·22 2•67 0•17 

-
1 llotentlon or vegetation . . . Run-oJf' water . . 0•006 ... 0·0061 0•004 0•190 0•008 

-Silt lost . . 1•16 . .. 7·69 0•70 48·50 0·83 

2 Rem,oval of v~setatlon . Run-off water . . 0•087 ... 0·024 I 0·148 1·106 0·061 

Silt lost . 18•69 ... 107•72 289•55 1,6~·08 .45·29 

Run-off water 0•019 
. .. 

0·0231 0·097 1•040 8 Shallow cultivation • . . . .. 0·063 

Silt lost . . Jl•54 . .. 47•87 69•62 975·86 56·48 

' OuiUvatlon orttlbiJ.,..r B.un-ofl' water . . -· 0•018 . .. 0·0251 0·009 0·896 0·053 

. silt lost . . .6•89 . .. 12•60 160•81 1,979·26 67·90 

6 '.~Plna' 
. . 

Run-oft' water 
.. 

0·00\1 0·008 0·015 . . ... .. . . .. 
Silt lost . . ... . .. 8•88 ' 1•73 6·17 . .. 

6 OuiUvatlon or a l:har;t crop or ba;ri Run-otr water . . . . 0•037 . 0·032 ~-011,1 0·058 0·505 0•043 
audtur· · 

Silt' lost 125·08 I . 24·29 18•82 186•08 1,838•97 61•17 

7 Thorough cultivation ·I llUII·olf water 0·123 0·021 
.. 

. 0·02311. 0•146 . . . 1·067 0·042 
Silt lost • . 126•09 4·66 212·81 I 669•14 2,004·81 65•14 ---;1 Thorough oultlvatloo. .wltb double I llun-olf water . 0•046 ... 0•006 :1 0•108 l•CvO 0·058 

Jolijltb 
Silt lost 6·05 . . ... 44•46 78•74 1,180·66 81•78 



Daleo - . 
l'lot Treatment 

BalD-fall 

1 Retention of vogeta-
tlon 

Run-off water 

Silt lost 

2 .Removal of vegetation Run-off water 

BUt lost - 3 Shallow cultlvatlon RUD·Off water 

BUt Joet 

4 Cultivation of f'tWi Run-off water 
jOWGF 

Slltlost 

• 'Scooping • Run-off water 

Silt lost - 6 Cultivation of lthari/ Run-off water 
crop of bajti and tur 

Stlt lost 

7 Thorough cultivation Run.aff water 

Sllt lost 

8 Thorou(Zh cultivation Run·off water 
with double length 

snt lost 

26-6-36 

0•69 

... 

... 
0·019 

9·3 

0•061 

40·4 

0·011 

2•7 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

APPENDIX 1-contd. 

(1935-36) 

5--7·85 24-8-36 25-8-36 

0•78 3•62 0·48 

... 1·13 .. . 
... .no-o ... 
0·011 1•54 0·003 

6·80 8,697•0 1•4 

0·011 1·62 0•007 

3·9 6,217•0 2·6 

... 1·51 0·024 

... 11,140•0 18•7 

... 1·61 .. . 
... 5,966·0 . .. 
... 1·46 .. . 
... 38,636·0 . .. 
... 1·37 0·006 

... 21,460·0 8•8 

... r 1·51 ... 

... 11,570·0 . .. 
• Shows rainfall of great 1D.tenalty mentioned In Table XVll 

27-8-35 28-8·36 29·8-35 80-8·35• 24-10-SS• 

1•67 1·03 0·61 1•86 4·30 

0•351 0·32 0·16 

I 
1•02 1·03 

146·4 201·4 92·0 7•6 463·9 

0·67 0·66 0·24 

I 
1•29 1·48 

898·0 1,585·0 1,461·0 31,940·0 16,366·0 

0·73 0·59 0·22 

I 
1·17 1·39 

971·6 1,635•6 878·0 85,670·0 40,000·0 

0·76 0·55 0·22 

I 
1·18 1·29 

4,325•0 6,800·0 2,544·0 137.SOO·O 97,160·0 

0·19 0·33 0·08 

I 
1·02 0·73 

464·7 1,105·0 336·6 48,120·0 36,870·0 

I 
0·51 0·50 0·16 1·14 0·83 

1,726·6 U,SGO•O 846·1 86,100•0 6,461·0 

0•63 0·38 0·22 I 1•25 1·16 "' 4,680·0 6,686•0 1,735•0 68,510·0 124,400·0 

0·61 0·29 0·20 1·24 1·54 

626•4 2,264•0 729·3 48,770•0 39,680•0 ! 



Plot Trcatmont . 

1 Retention of vegetation- . 

2 Removal of vegetation 

- 8 Shallow cultivation .. 

4 Cultivation. of rabijCJ1DO.Y .. 

- 5 ' Scooping •,-

0 Cultlvp.tlon ~f l:harV cJop or bcajri lllld tur 

- 7 Thorough cultivation 

8 Thorough cultivation with double length 

-

. 

. 

. . 

. 

. 

. 
. 

APPENDIX I-con!d. 

(1936·37) 

D•te . . 
Rainfall . . 
Run·ofl' water . 
Silt lost . 
Run-oft' water . . 
Silt lost . . 
Run-off water . . . 
Silt lost . 
Run-off water . . 
Silt lost . . 
Run·oft' water . 
SUt !Ol!t 

Run-otr water . . 
SUt 10.!!t 

Run-off water . . 
Silt !Ol!t . 
Run-off water 

Slit !oat . . 
• Shows ralnfaU. or jteat Intensity mentioned In Table XVII 

23·7·36 

0•85 

... 

... . 

0•09 

101•6 

0·0, 

57•9 

.. . 

... 

.. . 

... 

... 

... 
.. . 
... . .. 
... 

26-9·36 28·9·36 18-11~36* 14-11·36• 

1·73 0•42 2·03 0•90 

0·05 

I· 
. .. 0·02 ... 

92·6 . .. 69·49 ... 
0·48-, .. 0•0,. 0·27 0•18 

775•3 65·0 592•6 911•0 

0•70 I 0·06 I 1·02 0·40 

909·5 

~ 
2,381•0 3,776•0 

o·69 0·82 0•37 

·t,06t•O I 8,514•0 6,174•0 3 

o·o9 

I 
... 0•10 0•005 

433·0 ... 291•6 64·59 

0•48 I ... 0•76 0·3, 

506'9 ... 11,600•0 6,144•0 

0·68 

I 
0·08 0•83 0·30 

969•8 47'2· 87,190·0 1,301•0 

~· 0'02 0•00 0·49 

• 25•7 1,151'0 673•8 
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~- 17·6-37 19-6-37 
!'lot t 

Rainfall 0·98 0·80 -
1 ReWntlon or vo- Run-off water ... ... 

gctatlon 
BUt lost ... ... 

2 Removal or vegc· Run-orr water ... 0·22 
tattoo 

Slit lost ... 823:4 

3 Shallow cultlva· Run.c>O'water 0•26 0·43 
tlon 

Silt lost 87lo5 002·4 

4 Cu1ttvatlon of rain Run-off water 0·21 0•42 
iowa~ 

Silt lost 873•0 1,614·0 

6 (Scoop!Jlg) Run-oil water 0•10 0•87 

Silt loot 368·8 1.788•0 --
6 Cultivation or Run-off water 0•18 0•40 

kllart crop or 
bajri and tur Silt loot 287·1 1,806·0 

7 Thorough cultlva- Run-off water 0 ·03 0•39 
tlon 

Silt lost .\121·1 

8 
1,381•0 

ThOI'Ollgb cult!- RDD·Oif wator I 0 ·06 0·30 
vatlon with 
double length Slltloot • 103·7 438·8 

Plot Treatment 
Dato 

Rain-fall ·-
1 Ir.etentton of vegetation Run-olrwatex 

SIJt lost 
2 Removal of vegetation . Run-off water 

Slit loot - 3 Sballow cultlvntlon • . Run-off water 

Sllt lost 

' CUltivation of rabi jC~UX~r. . Run-otr water 

sm. lost 
5 • Scooping • .. . . Run-otr water 

Silt lost 
6 CU1tlvatton or 

bafri. and tur 
I<Mrif crop or Run-otr water 

Silt lost 
7 Thorough cuJ.Uvatlon . Run-off' water . 

- Sllt lost 
8 Thoroutb cultivation 'With double Run-otr water lengt 

Silt lost . 

0·7·87 r0-7-37} 
11-7·37 

5-8-37 

0·47 0·06 0·54 

. .. ... ... 

. .. ... . .. 
0·07 0•13 0·08 

278·8 198·1 64·8 

0·08 0•16 0·08 

302·1 207•7 121•5 

Trace 0·08 ... 
87-32 124·6 ... 
... . .. . .. 
... . .. . .. 

Trnce 0·071 ... 
85·0 146·6 ... 

Trace 0·08 ... 
79·40 150•3 ... 

... 0·06 ... 

... 91•4 . .. 

' 

2·9·37 

1•80 

... 

... 
0·28 

203·0 

0•61 

388•8 

0·38 

280·0 

0·24 

232·7 

0·46 

220·2 

0·41 

APPEN 
(1937-

8·9-37 

0•88 

. .. 

... 
... 
... 

Trace 

14·66 

... 

... 
... 
... 
... 
... -... 

1~ ... ---I 0·60 
... 

886•9 ... 

(1938• 

\r0·38} 
{20·6·38} 22-6-38 19·6-88 

8·6-38 21·6·88 

2·0 1·50 2•72 0·60 

. . .. . .. 0·15 ... 
... . .. 66·9 ... 

. : I 0·88 0·56 1·69 0•15 

229·5 1,154·0 1,986·0 88•0 

: I 0·28 0·57 1·66 0•16 

. 173•2 866•4 2,187·0 83•8 

. .. 0•36 1·27 0•12 

. . .. 441·0 2,010•0 78•4 
-. ... . .. Trace ... 

... . ... 106·2 ... 
. . .. 0·34 1·09 0•08 

... 533·8 8,060·0 65·88 

0·011 

l 
. .. 0·41 1•28 

... 448·8 3,369·0 67·0 

... 0•04 1•19 0·08 

. .. 90·8 660·1 46·6 
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DIX I--rontd. 
38) 

I{ 3-10-37• } I 
21-9-37 22-9-37 .24-9-37 ·25-9-37 ~ I 5-10-37 13-12-37 14-12-37 24-12-37,26-3-38 

4-10-37 

t·ts o·44 2-ts 2-m; 2·59 I·« o-so 0·34 t-ss, t·4o 

.·.·.· 1_:__··.·. ·' 0·2' I 0·31 I ... 0·10 ••• I ... ... ,~1-:::--
145•1 185•6 ... 73·63 ••• ••• -·-··-~__:::___ 

0·291 0·06 1·20 I 1·42 0·30 1·26 0·61 I ... ... I Trace I 0·40 

3\)4•1 95·8 58,650·0 75,010•0 78·2 65,650·Q 4,109·0 ... •.• 942·3 712·2 

0·48l 0·08 1·39 1·87 0·22! 1·08 0·48\ 0·01 0·01 I 1·06 0·58 

689·4 107·4 70,930·0 89,300·0 1,29!·0 72;810•0 3,075·0 81·02 47•2 4,4.15·0 739·2 

0•461 Trace 1·38 1·39 0·16 1·07 0·481 ... ... I 1·07 0•37 

349·4 11·82 16,500·0 115,000·0 805·0 44.,230·0 3,256·0 ••. ••• 115,410·0 838•1 

0·66 0·96 0·15 0·87 0·~ I ... ... I 0·67 0·02 

35,130·0 40,100·0 799·1 22,720·0 8,782·0 ••. ... 2,885·0 168·7 ---
0·181 ..• 1·'2 1·28 0·19 1·08 0·62

1 
... ... I 0·78 0·34 

215·3 ••• 117,300·0 93,670·0 1,172·0 34,040·0 6,816·0 ..• ••• 6,331·0 854·3 
·~--~o~-o~.-l-~~1~-2~7~,l-~~1~·72o=-l~i--~1-·-23-l-~--o--4-~·-l---.• -.--l---•• -.--,:~-o-.-.z-l---o--3--& 

549·3 73·60 ns,2oo·o 94,450·0 s,390·0 J35,8so-o o,397·0 ••• ••• 3,533·0 682·9 

o·o3 1·40 1-22 o-2a I 1·36 o·60 •.• ... I 1·13 o·4s 

40·30 76,470·0 134,000·0 3,125·0 i 55,440·0 10,810·0 ••• ••• 4,266"0 501-4 

0·42 

417·8 

39) 

{'24-9-38 ·•S-7-38 6-7-38 ··~ ~ 16-7-38 3·9-38 10-9-38 21·9·38 
26·9-88 

2•32 1•72 1•78 0·34 0·96 1·14 1•76 1•14 4•82 
I 

I Trace ... ... I ... ... ... ... . .. 0·4~ 

47·4 ... ... ... ... . ... I ... . .. 254·6 

1•59 0•48 0•36l 0•02 0•24 0•48 
0·961 0·49 2·7-' 

12,310·0 790·7 626·2 42·0 360•2 792·8 1,810·0 2,019·0 28,560·0 

1·40 0·47 0·31 I 0•01 0·20 0·43 0·891 0•49 2·75 

12,64-0·0 11,49·0 226·8 27•8 269•8 313·4 1,521·0 8,796•0 16,990·0 

1·15 0·03 

~-71 
... 0·06 0·31 0·60 0·42 2·61 

13,650·0 44·8 ... 39·4 195•2 729•5 2,446·0 64,920·0 

0·02 ... 

~ 
. .. ... . .. 0·17 0·04 1·78 

130·4 ... ... . .. . .. 176•7 230·4 29,730·0 

0•62 0·10 ... 0•08 0·11 0·13 0·04 1·75 
1,916•0 120·4 0 ... 73·3 98·9 116·1 229·2 24,340·0 

0•63 0·20 0•03 ... 0·07 0•31 0·64 0•38 2·35 
21,830·0 180•2 29·0 ... 74·8 176·1 416·5 1,090•0 40,480·0 

1•16 0·13 Trace ... 0·06 0•38 0·67 0·41 2·19 

2,034•0 j 86·7 23·3 ... 9·6 216·7 623•4 763•6 58,060·0 

• Shows rainfall of great Intensity mentioned ln Table XVII 
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APPENDIX l-<"oncld. 

(o) Total soluble saliB in. run-of! water 

(Expressed in pounds per acre) 

Plot No. and trcAtmon' 1984-36 1085-80 1080·87 1037-38 

-
1. Retention of vegetation 11·18 75•09 6•57 16•46 

2. Rcmovnl of vegetation 68•81 101•70 24•80 138·87 

8. Shhllow cultlvatlon .. 48•48 124·51 30·00 174·48 

'· Cultivation ofrabi Jowar 48•81 104·41 20·06 148·00 

&. • Scooping • 6·06 81•00 2•28 101·51 

6. CuJtlvBtlon ofJ:Irari/ bajri and 36•12 83·27 28•29 143•06 

'"' 
?. Thorough cultivation • 87·81 08•07 80•84 148•74 

8. Tboroup:h cultivation 
double length 

with 11•68 88·48 88•22 180·66 

1088·80 

28·82 

265·70 

207·70 

234·02 

71·08 

165•59 

175•17 

171•64 

(d) Total soluble lime (OaO) in run-of! waters 

(Expressed in pounds per acre) 

Plot No. and treatment 1084-86 1986·86 1080-87 1937-88 1938·39 

' 

1. Retention of vegetation 8·18 81·83 1•81 6·68 6•96 

2. Removal of vegetation 16·08 42·74 0•27 48·83 08•86 

8. Sbnllow cultivation 16·76 61·00 10•67 71•48 101·87 

'· Cultlvatlon of raW jowar 18·62 44•42 9·22 62·44 01•18 

5. • Scooping • 1·43 24·62 2•42 87·67 80•46 

6. Cultivation of kharifbajri and 

'"' 
8•48 86·86 9·76 64·14 64·94 

7. Thorough cultivation . 7·87 87·00 9•10 67•57 74•66 

8. Tborou~~:h eultlvatton 
double length 

with IO•Sl 30·24 9·45 57•30 '12·63 

-
APPENDL'C II 

Total 
during 6 

'""'" 193-1·3& to 
1038-39 

181•61 

678·97 

677·02 

600·86 

268·63 

446•23 

400•68 

466•27 

Total 
during 6 

years 
1034-35 to 

1938·39 

49•86 

211•76 

260·71 

226•88 

96•60 

182·68 

186·27 

179·00 

[XI 

Averngo 
per 

annum 

26·32 

114·70 

136•40 

112•17 

63•70 

80·88 

08•12 

98•06 

Average 
per 

annum 

0·07 

42•36 

60•14 

45·17 

10·82 

86·62 

87·25 

35·09 

STANDARD ERROR OJ!' THE TwO RUN ·OFF PLOTs BEclllv.ING Sr~ !rn.EATMENTS 

An atte~pt is ma~e here to answer any possible object\oD: regardfng the singlti-~lot 
~\y-out ment1oned earlier. Fortunately we have some data to throw light on the poss1ble 
variation between two similar plots. Plots 4 and 7 were practically the same. Plot 4 
had a •a!>i crop of jowcir from October onwards, hut most of the run-offs took place before 
the sowmg of the crop, and therefore both the plots can be considered as comparable. 
The data of quantities of water lost by run-off as calculated in inches from these plots 
during the five years are as follows. 



lVJl SURFACE liUN·OF1!' AND BOlL EROSION 

Inchu of Ninfalllosl by run-oJf 

Total 
1934-35 1935·36 1936-37 1937-88 1938-89 for five 

years 

Plot 4 . . 1•09 5•65 1•89 7·47 6·92 22·92 

Plot 7 ,, . 1•42 5·02 1·93 7•14 6·41 21·92 

The results in all the years show such a great agreement between the two plots that 
no objection may be raised regarding the eingle-plot lay-out. Further, in order to find 
out the probable variation in the two plots receiving exactly the same treatment, the 
results of run-off during five years are again compared, after omitting the run-offs obtain
ed after sowing of the rabi jowar in October. The following table shows the actual figures 
thus obtained for the two plots for five years. · 

Years Plot4 Plot7 Total 

1934-35 . - . . . . • 1·09 1•42 2·61 

1935-36 . . . . . . . 4·26 3•87 8·13 

1936-37 . • . . . . . 0•70 0·71 1•41 

1937-38 . . . . . . . 6·14 5·87 12·01 

1938-39 . • . . . . . 6·92 6·41 13·33 

Total . 20•64 19•85 40•39 

Analysis of tJBf'imlce 

Degrees Sum Mean z 
Due to of of square theo. 

freedom squares 

. 
Treatments . . . 1 0·07 0·07 Not significant 

for 5 per cent 
Season . . . . 4 68·36 14·59 Significant for 1 

per cent 
Error . . . . 4 0·22 0·055 

Tot¥ . 9 68·65 .. I 
The·,analysis of variance clearly indicates that the vanation between plots 18 very 

small and is not statistically significant. -
GIPD-S 3-838 lC of ~2-10.41-60. 


